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Students generally feel safe;
many worry about car theft
-v- i

^

.

TANISHA CARDEN
Pacifican staff writer

More than 75 percent of UOP stu
dents said they generally feel safe
while walking on campus, hut the
percentage drops to 50 percent when
asked about walking alone at night,
according to the first UOP Student
Attitude Survey co-sponsored by the
Pacifican.
The survey of 470 UOP under
graduates also found: many students
worry about their car being broken
into; students were split on whether
they would be willing to pay more
money in tuition if the funds were
earmarked for public safety; and more
students gave a jtositive rating than
a negative rating to the UOP public
safety office.
Bob Callaway, director of UOP
Public Safety, was generally pleased
with the results of the survey.
"We have an excellent campus as
far as I am concerned," said Callaway.
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"We have our occurrences (with
crime), once in a while, but this is one
of the safest campuses I've ever
worked at."
Not all students agreed.
"Yes and no. I feel safe if I'm walk
ing between dorms, but I don't think
walking on South campus is safe,"
said Alexandria Howler, a student. "I
don't feel safe walking over to the
Townhouses late at night either,"
Howler said.
"I feel extremely safe on campus
— (and) not |ust because I'm a male,"
said student Jason DcAnda. "(lender
makes no difference In Stockton. IVrsonally, I've been a victim of theft at
my home in the Townhouses. Being
a student here for four years I've never
really felt that my safety here at UOP
was ever in question," IJcAnda said.
The survey was co-sponsored by
The Pacifican and the Communica
tion Research Methods class In the
UOP Communication I>epartment.
Thirty classes, selected at random

fr<
>•»
from

ill rl.ivtiK
.l in
i
all
classes livti
listed
the Spring
1995 schedule, were used and a total
of 470 undergraduates were surveyed.
The potential sampling error in
the survey was 4.S percent.
In the poll:
•The safety questions asked re
spondents whether they agreed or
disagreed with the statements: "I
generally feel safe while walking on
campus" and "I usually feel safe when
I am walking the campus alone at
night."
See Safety on page 4
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Bomb scare heightens campus worries
MACLEAN FLOOD
Pacifican staff writer
The recent bombing of a federal
building in Oklahoma City and a
Unabomber attack in Sacramento last
week have put many offices on edge

about bombs.
But UOP workers in the campus
mailroom admit they arc unable to
thoroughly check out every poten
tially suspicious package thcy handk'
A bomb scare at Anderson Hall last
week also heightned worries concern
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in I he
mailroom, said a package without a
return address wouldn't always In
classified as suspicious. "We get those
everyday, she said.
Kelle Cook, the mailroom super
visor said: "You know that program
they showed on T.V. last w eek (show 
ing how to identify potential mai
bombs]? Well, we get three or four of

those packages a wreck."
She attributes the strange pack
ages to students.
FJlis said the UOP mailroom fol
lows the U.S. jiostal guidelines for
identifying suspicious packages.
Those guidelines, she said, include
items with a different return address
city and postmark, and items with
excessive postage
When I asked for a copy of the
guidelines. FJlis said: "We don't have
anything printed "
The potential for problems hit
home at UOP last wreck when yellow
tape cordoned off Anderson Hall at
11 a.m. last Friday. Public Safety of
ficers evacuated the building and
called the San Joaquin County
Sheriff's Bomb Squad
Carl Nossc. the dean of the mu
sic conservatory who also works as an
executive assistant to President
Atchley. said he was going through
his mail when he came acrossa small

package.
"I'm accustomed to receiving
tapes as the dean of the conservatory,
hut this one was addressed to me as
the executive assistant to the presi
dent." said Nosse.
The package, sporting a Idaho
postmark, arrived through campus
mail without a return address.
"It was obvious a small plastic
box." said Nosse. who asked other
people what he should do. They
agreed on calling public safety
"We tend to be a little cautious."
said Nosse.
Public safety officer David Lope/
took charge of the situation and
evacuated the building, l ope/, who
had recently completed a course with
the Bomb Squad, happened to be on
duty.
*We just decided to be careful."
said Bob Callaway, director of public
safety.
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1996-97 Fulbright U.S.
graduate student
program
All undergraduate and graduate
students who are interested in
studying abroad in 1996-1997
under the Fulbright Graduate Fel
lowship Program should attend
the information workshop on Fri
day, May 12, in the Graduate of
fice located in Knoles 214.
Persons interested in the
Fulbright Graduate Fellowship
Program, but unable to attend the
May 12 workshop should contact
Dr. David Fries, Dean of the
Graduate School and Campus
Fulbright Program Advisor, 214
Knoles Hall, phone ext. 2261.

1995 Class gift
The Class of 1995, in preparation
for its farewell to UOP, is raising
funds for a gift of remembrance
and appreciation to the campus.
Seniors are being asked to give
$19.95 (symbolizing the class
year) toward the gift, which will
be dedicated during the com
mencement convocation ceremo
nies in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall on May 20. The class has se
lected a large replica of the Seal
of the Pacific carved in granite.
Checks should be sent to the An
nual Pacific Fund Office in Burns
Tower.
Other senior class activities in
clude a first ever zero-year re
union party hosted by the
Alumni Student Council and the
Pacific Alumni Association. Free
food, drinks and a DJ promise an
evening of dancing, reminiscing
and meeting alumni. The party is
on May 11 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in Raymond Commons Room
and Great Hall. For further info,
call the Alumni office at 9462391.

Engineering labs
running mathematica,

The bomb squad arrived in thirty
minutes and x-rayed the package.
They determined it was an ordinary
cassette tape. According to Nosse, the
suspected bomb was a recording of a
piano duet team.
Joe Wills, from university rela
tions, said the building was evacu
ated, "just to be on the safe side. We
take that kind of thing seriously."
The impact of the incident
rippled to other nearby parts of cam
pus.
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Thefts
Eight boxes of bricks from a con
struction site were stolen from the
School of Education building on
April 20.
Sometime between March 27
and April 3, a diamond ring was sto
len from Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
Sometime between April 7-20,
a bicycle was stolen from Stadium
Drive.
On April 24 a backpack was sto
len from the library.
Sometime between April 21-24,
a bicycle was stolen from Grace
Covell Hall.
On April 25 a bicycle was sto
len from the library.
A wallet was stolen from the li
brary on April 25.
On April 25 a car stereo was sto
len from Parking lot #7 (fraterni
ties).
On April 25 several flags were
stolen from SAE.

Vandalism
On April 24 a window was bro
ken in Bannister Hall.
A bottle was thrown at a vehicle
in Parking lot #22 (fraternity circle)
on April 24.
On April 24 several sprinkler
heads were broken in the
Townhouse "C" section.

MatLab
A National Science Foundation
grant will help the Engineering
department buy computers and
the software's Mathematica and
MatLab for the use of all UOP stu
dents. So far very few non-engi
neering majors have taken advan
tage of the labs. The labs are open
to all UOP students. The labs are
located in Anderson 101 and 107.
There are 19 computers running
Mathematica and MatLab.

Bookstore employees were pack
ing up merchandise from a patio sale
when Public Safety officers asked
them to leave the area. A1 Warren,
director of UOP's bookstore, said ev
eryone was curious and wanted to
watch what might happen.
Susan Presto, director of dining
services for the university, said the
president's office called her office in
Anderson Hall and asked Presto to
evacuate her staff. "We picked up our
work and moved outside," she said.
Minutes later the area was de
clared safe and the university staff
returned to work.

The Pacifican

standing warrants was arrested at
the Raney Recreation Center.
On April 23, a person with out
standing warrants was arrested at
the "Z" Building.

Miscellaneous
On April 21, suspects were ques
tioned for trespassing in the library.
On April 23, a fight between a
student and a non-student was re
ported in Southwest.
On April 25, a brawl was re
ported at Grace Covell Hall.
UOP assisted the Stockton Po
lice Department in responding to a
report of armed robbery at Fulton
and Pacific Avenues on April 25.
On April 25, a paint gun was
fired at a student from a vehicle on
President's Drive and Campus Way.
A paint gun was fired at a stu
dent from a vehicle on Kensington
Drive and Stadium Drive on April
25.

Special
Announcement
Classes are now available on
campus for the use of "tear gas" as
a deterrent to attack. This short class
will permit you to purchase a can
ister of tear gas to be used for per
sonal protection. Call Public Safety
at 946-2537 to register.

Did you know?

On April 20 a 1986 Buick Park
Avenue was stolen from the Mor
mon Church on Brookside across
from UOP.
A 1988 Honda was stolen from
Parking Lot #8 (Pharmacy) on April

During this period of time, Pub
lic Safety officers provided 41 hours
of foot patrol, 57 hours of bicycle
patrol to the campus, provided 1 es
cort, found 10 open doors, and con
tacted 11 suspicious persons. Offic
ers also assisted 4 stranded motor
ists. There were 10 incidents of pos
session of open alcoholic beverage
containers by minors.

Arrest
On April 23, a person with out
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Alternatives to the alcohol scene on campus
fCHAD
H A D LEMONS
LEMONS
Pacifican guest writer
The music was blaring. Conver
sation was impossible. The kegs
flowed as the drunks got rowdy. There
were drugs upstairs and hard liquor
in the basement. Everyone is invited,
even you.
However, there are alternatives.
With a $192,796 grant from the De
partment of Education, the Cross
roads program is out to create a posi
tive and safe learning environment
at UOP.
"Living a healthy life style can
help students reach their potential as
young adults," said Ticka SimonRossetto, the health educator coordi
nator for Crossroads.
The fraternities serve primarily
ale hoi. Not all students want to be
in that environment said Rossetto.

Too many people seem to feel
that if they don't drink they can't
have fun," said Dev Krishnan, a jun
ior majoring in business.
The Crossroads program has
many goals. The program is working
with students and faculty to revise
and update the alcohol policy. Also,
the program hopes to implement
health and wellness into UOP's cur
riculum.
"They (professors) are in a pow
erful position," said Rossetto, "The
faculty can influence students to
make healthy decisions."
Warren Hein, an engineering stu
dent, could not imagine having
health and lifestyle be part of his cur
riculum in the school of engineering.
However, he felt that it might belong
in the mentor seminar program.
Another important aspect of
Crossroads is its 26 peer educators.

1

These students were chosen from a
43 applicants and are a cross-section
of the student body. Their goal is to
expand the message to athletic teams
and residence communities through
exciting presentations said Rossetto.
"1 believe that it is a good idea
because everyone needs to act in a
responsible manner," said sophomore
Darrin Faler, "Sometimes that does
not always happen and people need
to be informed."
The peer educators are available
to all UOP students who desire one
on one counseling and they are also
planning to make presentations at
local high schools said Rossetto.
Prospective student Doug Pearce
said, "It won't have a significance on
the drinking population, however,
future years will give incoming stu
dents an alternative to developing

drinking habits."
In addition, the peer educators
are busy planning fun alcohol and
drug-free activities on campus. In
conjunction with the Pacific Live
Club, a new club aimed at promot
ing these very type of activities, they
hope to offer exciting events for stu
dents next year said Rossetto.
"They have good ideas. They
don't talk down to students like ad
ministrative programs," said
Krishnan, "It's good to have programs
that are not alcohol related."
Located in the Cowell Health
Center, Crossroads hopes to work di
rectly with all student organizations,
including the Greek community said
Rossetto.
Students need to ask themselves,
"What kind of person do you want
to be?" she said.

PI Kappa Alpha to move into the Quads next Fall
JANELL BAUER
Pacifran guest writer
After only one year on campus
and one formal rush, Pi Kappa Alpha
received approval to move into the
Wemyss residence hall, in the quads
next fall, said Scott Kilpatrick, frater
nity president.
The move came despite a similar
arrangement with Alpha Kappa
Lambda fraternity a few years ago.
The fraternity was forced to live
within the general rules established
for the quads and eventually moved
out..
Pi Kappa Alpha "will be in the
middle of a living community. There
will be more regulations; they will
have to be willing to abide by hous

ing standards," said Jim Falcone, di
rector of housing.
"I believe that Pike is a wonder
ful organization and a wonderful

Members of Pike said they
are taking a different
approach in defining their
fraternity and its goals.
leadership group. They just have to
make things work," said Falcone.
A national fraternity cannot be
come an official chapter at UOP un
til certain goals are met. Currently,
there are 45 men on campus who are
members. The chances of Pike getting
their charter is looking strong, said

Kilpatrick.
"We will be chartered when we
meet our colony objectives,"
Kilpatrick said. The colony objectives
are 60 members, a 3.0 cumulative
GPA, and 2,000 community service
hours.
Pike now has 645 community ser
vice hours completed. Their most re
cent hours were invested in a bowla-thon, which raised approximately
$1,000 for the Big Brother and Big
Sister program. Pike was scheduled to
paint over graffiti with the Stockton
Police, and to paint the outside of a
women's shelter last weekend.
"I think that Pike's purpose at the
university is to unite the fraternities,"
said student Chris McLaughlin.
The first annual St. Patrick's Day

party hosted by Pi Kappa Alpha and
Phi Delta Theta is a good example,
members said. "It's the first time two
national fraternities partied together.
It was a success for lx>th sides," said
Kilpatrick.
"Pike seems to have a good foun
dation because their members are in
volved in a variety of campus and
community activities," said student
Karen Huntsinger, a member of TriDelta.
Members of Pike said they are tak
ing a different approach in defining
their fraternity and its goals.
"We're doing our best to make the
Greek system at UOP better. We have
members representing all inter-colle
giate athletics, except basketball,"
said Kilpatrick.

De Rosa wants provost to be 'first among equals'
JEANNE CASTLEMAN
Pacifican guest writer
In the dizzying list of vice presi
dents, deans, top administrators, edu
cators and other governance person
nel at UOP, where will a new provost
fit in?
Incoming UOP President Donald
DeRosa has announced plans to
search for a "second in command" to
him at UOP. But that does not auto
matically mean that those who now
report directly to the president will
be reporting to the provost in the fu
ture, he said.
"I haven't determined all the re
porting relationships. Some are likely

to remain as they are and some are
likely to change," DeRosa said in a
telephone interview.

As envisioned, the provost
will be able to call on any
vice president for
assistance, especially if the
provost has an interest in
an area that is not directly
under that office's control.
As envisioned, the provost will be
able to call on any vice president for
assistance, especially it the provost

has an interest in an area that is not
directly under that office's control.
The provost can call a meeting and
be justified in expecting all vice presi
dents to attend and be willing to help
out.
"We're working hard to attract
top people," said DeRosa.
The position of provost is a com
plex and complicated job requiring
someone with an understanding of
academics and how a university op
erates, according to DeRosa.
What will UOP's provost do?
• Be the key advisor to DeRosa.
• Make minor or major decisions
if DeRosa is absent or otherwise un
available.

• Have the skills of a senior vice
president.
The representative body for the
faculty is the Academic Council. They
work with the Academic Vice Presi
dent.
The representative body for the
staff is the Staff Council. They work
with the Director of Human Re
sources.
The Staff Council is the most re
cent addition and "has functioned in
a very efficient and effective manner,"
said Carl Nosse, interim executive
vice president. "They are very well
organized and make a strong contri
bution to the governance process."
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Safety
continued from page 1

Seventy-six percent of students
said they generally feel safe, 15 per
cent were neutral on the issue and 10
percent disagreed and said they felt
unsafe.
At night, 50 percent of students
surveyed usually feel safe while walk
ing the campus at night, 32 percent
did not, while 18 percent remained
neutral.
•Fifty-two percent of students
said they often worry about their car
being stolen or broken into on cam
pus. Twenty-nine percent said they
didn't worry, while 19 percent re
mained neutral.
•Students were split on whether
or not they would be willing to pay
an extra $25 to $50 a year in tuition
if the money were dedicated to im
proving security on campus. Thirtyeight percent said they would pay the
extra money, 40 percent said they
would not pay more and 22 percent
were neutral on the issue.
•Asked whether the UOP public
safety officers are effective in
plprotecting students on campus, 42
percent of students agreed with the
statement, 12 percent disagreed, and
36 percent were neutral.
A final question asked whether
students personally knew anyone,
including themselves, who had been
a direct victim of crime on campus.
Fifty-eight percent of students said
yes and 42% percent said no.
"1 think the survey results are gen
erally consistent with the results of a
survey we administer to incoming
Freshman every year," said Judy
Chambers, Vice-President for Student
Life. "The results always show about
80 percent of the freshman students
feel safe on campus. However, 1
wouldn't- recommend anyone walk
alone at night around this campus or
at any other campus," Chambers said.
"We've spent a lot of money add
ing personnel, and making changes
in the roads entering and exiting
campus in order to make the campus
more safe," Chambers said.
Random interviews with students
this week generated a variety of reac
tions to the safety issue.
Graduating senior Mollie Tobias
said she was surprised how students
feel about safety on campus "because
of the surrounding crime rate in the
community.... 1 personally feel there
aren't many security people on cam
pus and I'm afraid to walk around
campus, at night, even with a friend."
"I've been at UOP at night work
ing real late and the public safety of
ficers will drivp rne to my car. I.really
feel safe here," said Susan Pitz, a stu
dent. Geeta Isardas said she feels
"pretty safe on campus. I've never
had anything bad happen to me."
"UOP Public Safety does a great
job. I don't worry about my car be
cause I live off campus," said Brian
Hood, a student.
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Pacifican Poll:

Good marks for campus newspaper
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican guest writer
Overall quality. Stories of direct
interest. Good source of campus in
formation. Performance as compared
to last year. Students gave relatively
high markings in all of these catego
ries for the campus newspaper, The
Pacifican, according to the first an
nual UOP Student Attitude survey.
The survey of 470 UOP under
graduates found the weekly paper
scored very high in such areas as a
good source of information on cam
pus activities and quality as compared
to last year. Overall, 90 percent of stu
dents gave The Pacifican moderate to
high ratings as a source of informa
tion on campus events, while 86 per
cent gave it moderate to high rating
compared to the previous year's pa
per.
"A lot of students are happy with
it," said ASUOP President Christie
Dickey," 1 think editor Chris (Shultz)
did a lot with it that will stick and
incoming editor Katie (Lamping) is
really excited. It looks like it will only
get better."
The First Annual Pacifican Stu
dent Attitude Survey, co-sponsored by
The Pacifican and The Communica
tions Research Methods class in the
Communications Department, was

based on responses from students in
30 classes selected at random from all
classes listed in the Spring 1995
schedule. The overall results have a
potential sampling error of 4.5 per
cent.
The poll also found:
• 83 percent of students gave The
Pacifican moderate to high ratings on
the coverage of stories that were of
direct interest to the reader. A higher
percentage of female students (85
percent) gave the paper a high rating
for covering topics of interest than
male students (76 percent).
• 86 percent of students gave The
Pacifican a moderate to high rating
for overall quality.
•The Pacifican's worst score was
in terms of accuracy. Some 77 percent
of students gave it a moderate or high
rating. However, a breakdown of the
results showed that 27 percent gave
it a high rating, 50 percent gave it a
moderate rating and 23 percent gave
it a low rating. Of the five questions
in the survey on The Pacifican, accu
racy was the only one in which the
paper did not receive significantly
more high ratings than low ratings.
There also was a significant dif
ference among Greek and non-Greek
students; 69 percent of those living
in a fraternity or sorority gave the
paper high marks for accuracy, com-

(pared to 80 percent of non-Greek st
dents.
"The overall high rankings area
testimony to the hard work of th
year's staff. But there's no reason why
our accuracy rating should not be at
least 90 percent," said outgoing
Pacifican Editor-in-Chief Christopher
Shultz.
"Next year's staff should work on
accuracy, because this is a one-paper
campus and we have a responsibility
to be as accurate and comprehensive
as possible," he said.
Student reactions to the poll re
sults were generally very positive.
"I honestly find it very informa
tive... better than last year," said jun
ior Jenny Johnson. "The only area 1
think that needs improving is the
quality in the pictures, but 1 know
that is hard to do."
"It is a lot more serious this year,"
said Tara Sargon. "There are a lot
more in-depth articles about on and
off campus events."
Sophomore Nick Abramson said,
"I read the paper a great deal more
this year than last." "It just had more
stories that related to things I am in
terested in."
Erica Falkowski agreed." When 1
read The Pacifican, 1 basically read
about sports and I find that The
See The Pacifican page 5

OuesNon of the Heeh
What do you think about The Pacifican this year?

Paul Barbieri
I think it is better than last year.
I like the change to a more readerfriendly paper.

Brain Lojeski

Chad Lemons

It is the worst this year. In the four
years I have been here, this year was
the worst. Too many opinions. If you
are going to be a news reporter, re
port on facts.

It is being too conservative for
a college newspaper. They are do
ing a good job trying to model it
after a professional newspaper. It is
too P.C-

m
M
A
Kristen Taglia
I think it is better. It has more
interesting stories and is more ap
pealing.

Mark Peterson
I haven't noticed a difference.

Joe Nguyen
It was too boring to read las
year. This year is great. I wish i
a daily.

1 *i
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Final thoughts:

Managing The Pacifican: Always under the microscope

CHRISTOPHER S
CHRISTOPHER
S. SHIIIT7
SHULT2
Editor-in-Chief, 1994-1995
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split over whether to continue the
football program, and demanding
that the administration provide a ra
I smile every Thursday when I
tionale for next year's 5.5 percent tu
walk into the Summit for lunch. The
ition increase.
Pacifican is open on nearly every
• Some other controversial things
table—and people are reading it! I also
made their way into the paper. Movie
catch people reading the paper on
critic Jason McFaul was put in his
exercise bikes in the Baun Fitness
place by readers when he said only
Center, between innings at softball
"girls" and "peculiar males" would
games, and in the back of class.
like the movie 'Interview with the
Our main goal for 1994-1995 was
Vampire." A story revealing that the
to become more relevant and impor
word "sex" is the topic searched most
often on the library's on-line card
tant to the campus community. That
catalog was sensationalized with a
is clearly the case. Results from the
photo of students locked in a passion
1st Annual UOP Student Attitude Sur
ate embrace in the book stacks. Janell
vey reveal that 90 percent of students
Bauer compared UOP to a rapist to
find The Pacifican useful and infor
complain about the $75 fee for a par
mative and almost all respondents
ing permit.
agree the paper is significantly better
• The Top Ten Lists added a fun
than last year.
dimension to the paper. Some of the
Putting out a weekly paper is a lot
best - "Top Ten Pick-up Lines at UOP"
of work. Over 75 people contributed
and "Top Ten Reasons to Have a
to the paper this year in a variety of
Threesome at UOP" come to mind ways. An average of 270 hours of
were contributed by readers. My per
work went into putting out each is
sonal favorite was one that suggested
sue. (Look at the staff box and multi
the University farm rice on the al
ply by 10 hours a week to get an idea.)
ready-flooded Knoles Lawn to raise
We've made a few mistakes along
money.
the way, but we're very happy with
• Letters to the editor are my fa
the overall product. Here's why:
vorite
part of the paper. They give our
The paper came out every Thurs
readers
an opportunity to tell us how
day before noon, a feat not accom
we
are
doing.
plished before in my four years at
Our readers are holding us to a
UOP. The staff learned how to meet
high
standard of accuracy and excel
deadlines; and when deadlines
lence.
When a mistake is made, they
weren't met, they used the MacLean
in
and let us know about It. And
write
Flood system of "triage" newspaper
if
they
differ with an opinion ex
production.
pressed,
they often weigh in with
• The Pacifican, and most stu
their
own
views.
dents, have not paid a lot of atten
Our readers also see The Pacifican
tion to the Board of Regents and ad
as a good place to voice their opin
ministrative decisions in the past. We
ions on a wide variety of issues. Let
paid attention this year, and upset a
ters criticizing "Neo-Nazi Fascist"
few people by publishing the
housing policies and supporting the
president's retirement contract, re
Conservatory of Music both arrived
porting that the Board of Regents was
because the authors thought The
Pacifican was a good place to get their
point of view across. They know that
The Pacifican
people read the paper this year.
continued from page 4
• Football became the dominant
Pacifican deals with athletes better
issue of the second semester. It all
. this year than they did in the previ
started when a sub-committee set up
ous years."
by the Board of Regents to study the
Dean Robert Benedetti of the Col
athletic program recommended 6-1
lege of the Pacific said the
that UOP drop football and retain the
newspaper's performance this year
rest of the athletic programs at the
and its quality compared to last year
Division I level. The full Board of Re
were "excellent." He said Editor-ingents rejected the sub-committee's
Chief Christopher Shultz had "re
proposal, Gary Podesto resigned from
stored literacy" to The Pacifican. "The
the
Board, and the fireworks started.
newspaper has become worth read
The
Pacifican published a news
ing for all those who value good writ
story about the Regents' decision and
ing," he said.
got blasted for being anti-football.
Benedetti said this year's Pacifican
(The story merely detailed the deci
offered "stronger writing, better for
sion;
it was not an opinion article and
mat, better coverage, cleaner focus
did not take a side on the issue. Some
and more diversity of opinion" than
alumni apparently thought reporting
last year's version of the paper. He said
on the controversy was anti-football.)
the challenge for The Pacifican next
An alumni letter-writing cam
year was to "increase staff and faculty
paign was started, and dozens arrived
opinions and broaden the focus on
every day. We shared the novel let
the Stockton area."

J

ters with our readers. Those alumni
who sent in the form letter ("As an
alumnus of...") showed just how
much they really cared.
The debate raged in the realm of
emotion and hypothesis, but not fact.
The Atchley administration refused to
release any information about the
income or expenses of the athletic
department, especially the football
program.
The Pacifican was successful this
year because of the love and dedica
tion to improvement shown by the
people whose names appear in the
staff box on page two. Take a minute
to find out who they are and thank
them for their contributions this year.

The Pacifican Poll
The first annual UOP Student Attitude
Survey was co-sponsored by The Pacifican
and the Communication Research Meth
ods class in UOP's Department of Com
munication. It was designed to gauge
how UOP undergraduates feel about a
variety of issues on campus and to alert
administrators—including incoming Presi
dent DeRosa —as to student concerns.
The survey was based on responses
from a random sample of 30 classes listed
in the UOP Spring 1995 catalog. Inde
pendent studies, practicums, labs and dis
cussion groups, graduate-level courses
and Pharmacy courses were excluded. Ev
ery UOP undergraduate enrolled in a class
this spring had an equal and known prob
ability of being selected to participate.
A total of 470 students completed
surveys between March 27 and April 7. A
breakdown of the sample statistics shows
that 50.8 percent of respondents were
female and 49.2 percent were male. Fiftyone percent of respondents said they live
on-campus (including Creek houses) and
49 percent lived off-campus. Of the re
spondents, 17 percent were freshmen, 20
percent were sophomores, 29 percent
were juniors and 34 percent were seniors.
Fifty-four percent of the students said they

Dr. James Simon, our faculty ad
viser, deserves much of the credit for
pointing us in the right direction, giv
ing just the right amount of advice,
and letting us exploit his news writ
ing classes for copy. He set a high
standard for the staff, and we were
determined to meet it.
With this column, I hereby hand
over the editorship of The Pacifican
to Kate Lamping. Other graduating
senior include Rebecca Nelson,
Tanisha Carden, Jason McFaul and
Kendra Jones. We leave the paper in
very good hands.
I've got to go now. I'll be an un
employed college graduate in two
weeks and should send out a few re
sumes. Thanks to all for a great year.

ABOUT THE POLL
were enrolled in the College of the Pa
cific, the remaining 46 percent of stu
dents came from the other schools on
campus.
The analysis of The Pacifican poll
questions was patterned after an annual
student survey conducted by the UOP
5tudent Life office. Moderate and posi
tive ratings were combined in an effort
to distinguish between students unhappy
with the newspaper's performance and
those who were either neutral or satis
fied. A separate analysis of results with
the neutral students removed showed
The Pacifican receiving significantly more
positive ratings than negative in all cat
egories except for accuracy. In the accu
racy question, 50 percent of students
were neutral, 27 percent gave the paper
a positive rating and 23 percent a nega
tive rating There is no statistically signifi
cant difference between those positive
and negative ratings for accuracy.
The sampling error of the survey was
+/- 4.5 percent. In theory, in 19 cases out
of 20, the results from a poll such as this
should differ by no more than 4.5 per
centage points in either direction from
what would have been obtained by in
terviewing all UOP undergraduates during the same time period.

PACIFIC COMMONS APARTMENTS
(209) 477-6037
Conveniently located within walking distance to UOP, malls,
restaurants and bus lines.
• 2 Swimming pools
• Extra vanity and sink
• 2 Laundry rooms
• Fireplace in upstairs apts
• security
• Enclosed patios and balconies

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll Be Towing!"

BMT TOWING
"24 Hr. Emergency Towing"

1011 S. Aurora St.
Stockton, CA 95206

(209) 463-8006
(800) 588-4TOW
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Tutor center to change
MELISSA DUDLEY
Pacifican staff writer
While there are 4,500 students at
UOP, only 300 use the free services
of the tutorial center, located on the
first floor of Banister Hall.
"I think people are reluctant to
use the tutoring services because
there is a stigma involved in being
seen with a tutor," said Vivian Snyder
from the Educational Resource Cen
ter.
Paid for by student fees, the tuto
rial center is place where students
having difficulty with a certain sub
ject can go for help. The tutoring is
individualized and done on a one-onone basis.
The current system allows stu'dents make an appointment with a
tutor that has been assigned to them
for the subject they need help in.
Next fall, tutors will have a set sched
ule for when they are available so stu
dents can come in during those times
to see any tutor, without an appoint

News

ment.
Snyder said this will be "an effi
cient way of delivering things, since
they will all be in the same building."
Tutors that are hired are generally
undergraduates who have performed
well in a certain area. Right now the
tutorial center is hiring to fill posi
tions for the fall, and they are always
looking for writing tutors. In the fall
on 1994, 394 hours were spent by
tutors helping students in writing
alone.
Scott Evans, a writing specialist in
the center said, "Students don't use
them as much as they could (because
the services) are not well publicized
on campus."
The tutoring services will be
switching departments in the fall.
This year, the tutorial center is part
of the Supportive Services Program in
Student Life, but it will become part
of the Educational Resource Center
in the fall.
"We are all pleased with change
and are looking forward to it," said
Snyder.
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eaks of where he has gone, plans for UOP

CHRISTOPHER S. SHULTZ
MELISSA DUDLEY
Pacirfican staff writers

Presdident-eiect Donald DeRosa
visited UOP again this week for an
other round of transition meetings
The Pacifican asked him about his
plans for moving to campus and the
background that led him to his new
job.
Pacifican: Everybody wants to
know: will you and your family
live in the president's house on
campus?
De Rosa: We will live in the house
and we will expect to move-in in
early July, and the only concern that
we have about living in the house is
this: we have two young children, a
nine-year-old, and a five-year-old, we
live in a great community, a very se
cure place as well. The main thing is
that they have this interaction with
other children and we purposely
bought the house we have now for
that purpose. That's the primary con
cern and nothing else. We really want
to live on campus, we both, Karen
and I, really are very attracted to and
very much value living on or close to
a college or university.
Pacifican: What was your under

graduate experience like?
De Rosa: 1 went to school at
American International College. It
was a small school in Massachusetts.
At the time they had a great number
of students who commuted and they
were really trying to branch out and
have more students that lived on
campus. I had been accepted to some
schools in the New York area, but 1
was actually stupid about living away
trom home. A person came and vis
ited my high school and 1 was very
much interested in going there.
One thing that happened to me
early in my days at the college was a
faculty member in a psychology class
of 40 or 50 students somehow recog
nized me and encouraged me to talk
to him after class and then really en
couraged me to think about the pos
sibility of a major in psychology.
He must have seen something
that indicated to him that there was
potential there, and we actually be
came very close. It became a studentfaculty relationship, and 1 think that
relationship led me to want to as
pire to greater achievements and led
me to the idea and the notion that I
would like to be a faculty member at
a college or university. He was an In

dividual faculty member that took an
interest in me and really became a
mentor for me and caused me to go
on to graduate school at Kent State,
then my master's and Ph.D., and then
went on to a post-op at the Univer
sity of Minnesota.
1 got a real job, but then my de
sire really turned out to be true and 1
did a number of job interviews for
academic positions and 1 chose Bowl
ing Green of Ohio because it had a
nice blend of commitment to under
graduates, but it also had a very seri
ous graduate program. The type of
research that I was doing really re
quired me to have some graduate stu
dents. I did that sort of work and
loved it, and I did that for four or five
years, but then I was asked to take the
vice chair role, which had about 25
faculty at the time. Just two years
later, and still very young, I was asked
to serve the department as chairman.
Pacifican: How long do you
think you'll stay on as UOP
president?
De Rosa: I don't really think
much about retirement. I would hope
that I would stay for a long time. 1
would hope that the university would
believe that I have the energy and the

support to continue for a long period
of time. 1 don't really know how long
that is. If all went well I would cer
tainly like to end my career here.
If you look back at my career
you'll see that I have only been two
other places in my career. I don't hop
from place to another, and I would
not anticipate leaving to another po
sition. It's always possible. I've
thought about it, the cycle that 1 got
into because of the love 1 have for
teaching and working with the stu
dents. I know 1 work well with stu
dents whether I'm in the classroom
or not.
Pacifican: And you asked a
faculty member to chair the
provost committee. The fac
ulty think this is a sign that
they'll have a bigger role in
high-level decision making.
Is that your intention?
De Rosa: I wouldn't say that was
intention, but I have a belief that in
a position like this the faculty should
absolutely have essential roles in the
review of individuals and the screen
ing of candidates, and the search for
a candidate, so my own sense would
be it would be practical and symbolic.
See DeRosa page 8
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DeRosa
continued from page 7

Donald DeRosa
Pacifican: President Atchley says
he has laid the foundation for a
balanced budget well into the
future. Do you agree?
De Rosa: Yes, everything that I
know at this point. Obviously, I've
gotten into some detail, but not as
in-depth as I would like to.
Pacifican: Tuition is going up
5.5% next year. An education at
UOP costs as much as Stanford.
Are student's getting their
money's worth?
De Rosa: I would say that some
times we take for granted the institu
tion that we are at. I don't know to
what extent the students recognize
the prestige that this university now
has. It's a long legacy here, but this
goes all the way back to the east coast,
\vhen I mentioned the University of

the Pacific many with a higher edu
cation, know of this school.
There are very few Stanford's, but
there are very few schools like
Pacific...it's an institution that has
drawn top notch faculty that care
about students and find ways to en
gage students in ways quite different
than Stanford. I think we have to
understand that we can't be a replica
of Stanford or a Yale or
Princeton...but we should do what
we do very, very well, and that is that
we care about the education of our
students and faculty.
Beyond that, what we really need
to think about is the total experience
of students, it can't simply be what
occurs in the classroom...it has to be
a very broad program, it has to be an
outstanding student newspaper that
students can work on if that's their
interest, or another activity like a club
sport or any intercollegiate sport, but
we better do it all and do it well.
Pacifican:
Accelerated
graduation
opportunities
and combined undergradu
ate/graduate programs are
gaining popularity across
the nation. Do you think UOP
should do more of this?
De Rosa: I think UOP has a spe
cial opportunity...there all sorts of
accreditation requirements and
sound curricular matters that have to
be adhered to and addressed.
I think that UOP has a fair num
ber of masters programs, and I think
that is one area that students of to
day are looking towards to improv

COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan thafs not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up
to $55,000. Payment is either 1/3 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

Pacifican: Technologically,
UOP is just now catching up
with the late 1980's. Do you
think it is important that
UOP keep up with peer in
stitutions? Why?
De Rosa: Universities that were
going to be effective in the future had
to infuse technology into the campus
in some way and that can come in
various forms.
Ipersonally think that unless we
have our residence halls wired and
opportunities for labs to assist with
these residence halls so students get

You'll also have training in a choice of
skills and enough self-assurance to
last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
CALL (800) USA-ARMY

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN
1U
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ing their chances of successful careers.
Ibelieve beyond that,Ithink UOP has
terrific professional schools, andIsee
real signs of a connectedness between
the undergraduate experience and
professional experience.Ibelieve the
dental school in San Francisco is of
fering excellent opportunities for
UOP students to move in and to do
the work in a combined six year pro
gram from start to finish. That's ex
actly what this university can do, and
do in a very special way for students.
I believe graduate, masters, and
professional degrees are the things
that talented students are looking for
and that's the trend we want to see
for this country in the future.
Pacifican: You mentioned large
numbers of academic majors
when you interviewed. UOP's
vision statement says we have
programs of "the highest qual
ity." Can UOP support 80-pIus
programs of the highest quality?
De Rosa:Ithink that is something
to be considered. A lot of things
should be looked at. I would urge, in
factIknow, the board is going to rec
ommend me to take part in this fu
ture planning...it's not only what you
do it's how you do it in these pro
grams, so I think it's essential.
I think that there should be a
committee on the board that requires
that in the sense of administrationin
the university but also looks at the
proliferation of programs. Just as
those in the external world are ask
ing themselves about operatingin an
efficient manner, we should be ask
ing both our academic programs and
of our administrative support for the
university as well.
One thing one might say is,
'What are the things strategically that
would be very important for this uni
versity to be doing in support of the
future and what is it going to take in
way of resources to do that?' There
are certain areas you can look at, one,
raise tuition or bring in more exter
nal dollars, or two, to look at what
you're doing now and to manage
your resources. At this time we have
to look at all possibilities, that's my
opinion and that is what I'm going
to work to encourage.

J

onto computers and find their way
through the system maybe even
through the library or other libraries
That is essential for the university to
be effective. I also think we need to
be prepared to have technology part
of the curriculum, not necessarily in
the sense that you are teaching tech
nology, but use these powerful tools
to increase the effectiveness of our
instruction.
That might mean developing
classrooms for the use of technology.
It has to be part of the strategic inter
est of the university that we really
want our students to be at the high
est level of technology and for a
school that focuses on engineering
and high tech programs.
I think it's essential that they do,
but what I'm beginning to see is not
only that type of school but schools
that have been traditionally what we
call liberal arts colleges and universi
ties are beginning to get into this as
well.Ithink all things should be con
sidered, but there are probably steps
that one has to go through.
Pacifican: What about inte
gration of these systems?
We don't even have voice
mail on campus. Every office
buys answering machines
out of their budgets.
De Rosa: I realize that, so what
you are saying about the infrastruc
ture in terms of having technology
available to service the infrastructure
are essential... and the way technol
ogy is moving, and I'm not sure of
the details of what we've done up
unt(l this point, but we can make
improvements in what we are able to
do on your campus without eventu
ally increasing costs because technol
ogy is moving so rapidly and the com
petition is keeping the cost down, so
you can make some adjustments here
and in a way be as far ahead as an
institution even if you're late in the
game, but what really is essential is
to have systems in place where one
office talks to another one... and it
all works out.
Pacifican: Nearly 5,000 people
will read this interview on Thursday.
What is the single most important
thing you want them to know about
you?
De Rosa: First, I'd say that I m
excited about this opportunity an
privilege that I've been asked to join
this university. I'd also think that I ve
looked at this from some distance tor
some time andIknow that this is an
outstanding university andIhones y
believe that it will be even greater 1
the future if we all work together, an
that doesn't mean that we all agr
on everything, but that we all ha
the common purpose, and that is
strive of this institution.
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For Boys and Girls Ages 6 through 12
TheUniversity of Che PACIFIC Athletic Department is hosting
a multi-sport day camp for four (4) weeks in June:
• Session I: June 12-16

(J Session II: June 19-23

• Session III: June 26-30

CI Session IV: July 3-7

Daily Camp Format:
The program exposes the campers to a variety of different sports during the
five day activity sessions, including recreational activities, arts and crafts, a
college campus and college students

COST: $130.00 per session ($90.00 for all UOP employees)
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Brochures are available at the Athletic Department or
call Dan Malley at ea.2307.
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Flaherty's UOP

Letters to the Editor
UPBEAT is apalled at school spirit
Dear Editor:
I am one of six members of the
UPBEAT Programming Board at
ASUOP. The UPBEAT Board is respon
sible for programming entertaining
events for the students of this uni
versity. We are the people who bring
the programs such as the Comedy
Club, bands, virtual reality, and films.
$105.00 of every students fees pay for
these programs.
This past week, UPBEAT spon
sored Pacific Daze's "Toon Days."
During this week, a program was
sponsored each day for the students,
yet attendance was still low. Over
1200 flyers were distributed among
the student body along with t-shirts,
cups and frisbees promoting the
events. Often, students complain
that they don't know about events.
Well, there is simple solution to that
problem. Open your eyes and look
for the flyers that are posted in key
campus locations or one of the four
UPBEAT activity boards in the
McCaffrey Center. Also, ask your

R.A.'s for information.
I have been a student on this
campus for six years and now as a
graduate student, it is appalling to me
that there is such a lack of school
spirit and community among the stu
dent body. I saddens me that people
do not want to take advantage of the
opportunities that are available to
them. I think it is time to show some
school spirit and pride in our cam
pus by attending programs specifi
cally designed for students. 1 find it
interesting that when I attend lead
ership comferences with universities
nationwide that they are envious and
enthusiastic that students here are
given such great programs and al
lowed to attend football games for
free. So why is the student body here
so apathetic? I think that it is time
with all of the positive new changes
facing UOP that the students change
right along with the campus and start
showing some enthusiasm.
Cary Lamey
UPBEAT Executive Director

Media makes it harder to be Arab, Muslim
Dear Editor:
I am concerned about what is tak
ing place in the media. As a young
American student of Arab descent, 1
am apalled at the way people from
the Middle East, namely Muslims, are
portrayed. It is hard enough to be a
young, Arab and Muslim woman in
America without the help of the me
dia. I understand that there have been
crimes committed by Muslims and
Arabs in the past, but Iwant people
to realize that there are corrupt people
in every culture and within all reli
gions and cults. Our campus pro
motes understanding of all cultures
and ethnic backgrounds and I ap
plaud them. However, how many
times have you seen an Arab or Mus
lim in the news being praised for his
or her work? Every time I see or hear
something about an Arab or Muslim
there are hidden negative messages.
It seems as though our own identi
ties have a terrible stigma attached.
The most recent example of nega
tive press involves the bombing in
Oklahoma. I recall that on the first
day of news coverage it was reported
that "people involved in the situation
are said to be of Middle Eastern back
ground." Now we can see that the
suspects who have been caught ap
parently are not Middle Eastern. The

media is not being fair to us. Just be
cause one of the suspects had olive
skin and dark hair does not mean he
is from the Middle East. Just because
a bomb was involved in the crime
does not mean that it was a foreign
terrorist group. I can't imagine how
embarrassed those networks must be
who went along and ran their head
line news cast inferring that Middle
Easterners were involved.
We can no longer condemn those
who have not participated in wrong
doing. Everyone deserves the right to
be themselves. We are not all funda
mentalists nor are we terrorists. Many
of us are hard working Americans and
as patriotic as our neighbors, if not
more. Our parents and grandparents
suffered a great deal just to bring us
up in this country. I want the chance
to be an American without discrimi
nation and without any fingers
pointed my way. I would like to thank
President Clinton for setting the ex
ample for the rest of the country by
not pre-judgingt he situation without
all the facts. I would hope that in the
future, people will not be so quick to
put the blame on an Arab or a Mus
lim.
My deepest sympathy goes out to
the families in Oklahoma. I hope they
See Muslims
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Piano selfishness in the Conservatory

Cartoon by Frank Flaherty

keys, broken hammers, broken ped
Dear Editor:
als, off-balance, sticking keys, se
This has been a very frustrating
verely out of tune, and the list goes
topic for me to understand, and I am
on. I dare anyone to try to play seri
very sure to many other students at
ously without injuring themselves or
UOP, due to what seems to be the
having the piano not crumble further
largest mishap in logic that I have
seen in a long time. I know that many
beneath their fingers.
So my question to the logic is,
of you know what I am talking about,
why not put the older grand pianos
especially if you practice in Owen
Hall.
in the non-major/concentration
rooms where they can be used,
Early this afternoon I wanted to
play piano, it is relaxing to me and
learned from and enjoyed. Give the
students with major or concentration
something which I have been doing
a very long time and enjoy very
in piano performance the room to
much. I feel lucky that I have access
move and breathe. Perhaps, then use
to a piano considering that I am liv
the old pianos for parts, scraps, or
ing in a room at residence halls and
firewood. I am not asking the Con
couldn't possibly fit one in. The prob
servatory of Music or the University
lem is that I am not a piano perfor
as a whole to buy new pianos, only
mance major and it isn't my concen
that the pianos we do have be put to
tration either since I am not a music
better use.
education major. However, music is
Michelle Davis
a very important part of my life
which I value. I've taken lessons here
and they have been excellent. I wish
I could say the same for the practic
Dear Editor:
ing facilities offered.
For the past few weeks I have been read
Why is it that there are two
ing about the football controversy in this
(count them!) grand pianos in each
Opinion section. Although I'm generally
of the rooms offered to piano majors
not one to voice my opinion, I felt obli
or to those with concentrations? I
gated
to make a stand, draw a line, and
have never seen any two people at
enter
this
argument. I happen to love
tempt to practice simultaneously and
football, and I think that UOP football is
effectively in the same room before,
the greatest! In fact, throughout my en
but perhaps I am not aware of a new
tire life I've only heard one person ever
fad. I agree that those that are mak
parallel my feelings toward UOP football.
ing piano our focus and our dream
This happened to be during the 1995
should have better instruments, but
Superbowl when Dennis Hopper deliv
what I don't understand is why those
ered the most eloquent display of love
of us who are also paying for the les
for the game that I have ever witnessed.
sons and for access to the practicing
From the NIKE commercial, he states:
rooms must play on instruments
"When I was a boy—
which would be more useful and
I dreamed of playing football!
functional as kindling. Every piano
But I was allergic to milk,
which I tried this morning in the
and the soy-bean juice substitute that my
rooms of the non-majors/concentra
mother gave me
tions was extraordinarily defective—
made my bones weak.
See Football
missing key tops, chipped and jagged.
Wi-lMcM cicsJZ

More reflections on
football

•ft

:

Opinion
Letters to the Editor
The customer is always right
Dear Editor:
I want to begin by stating that I
am not sending a letter to the editor
to voice my opinion as a student on
financial aid who has the nerve to be
ungrateful, nor am I writing it as a
student who works 30 hours a week
for this place and is trying to support
three kids (you incredible women
know who you are), I am writing it
for all of us including the average Joe
who have parents with money and
hold an opinion, too.
In response to the neo-nazi letter
written in regard to the Residential
Life and Housing policies and staff
attitudes, I was urged by my peers and
various staff (of other departments)
and faculty to coice my opinion on a
similar issue. There has been a dete
rioration in the quality of services of
this business, the University of the Pa
cific, to its customers, the students.
Yes, my fellow Yuban drinkers, the
University erf the Pacific is a business,
and yes, the students are its custom
ers.
Take a walk on campus and look
around you, stroll into various depart
ments to observe how professors
speak to their students. While you
observe, pay careful atention to the
way the professors behave toward
their students. What moods or ten
sion can you feel? Next, sit in on a

few classes. As a "complete observer,"
simply sit back and watch what tones
the professors use when calling on
students to participate in class dis
cussions. How do you feel as you sit
there? Do you want to jump in and
participate or would you rather sink
your head because you dared to
think of an answer that might not
be "good enough?" Later, attempt to
get assistance in filing any sort of
petition on campus, any one will do.
There is no need to be specific. Race
to the various offices on campus.
How are you greeted when you go
up to the Registrar's Office to pick
up the petition? Or have you already
been told by your helpful adviser or
department chair to go somewhere
else to pick up the petiition, where
upon your arrival you are told to go
to the Registrar's office? Depending
on what kind of petition you are at
tempting to have approved, you may
need to meet with one or more of
your professors to obtain a signature.
In this part of the process, note
how easy it is to find a professor out
side of class, does he/she hold office
hours? If so, are these hours posted,
and what kind of office hours are
these- Summit, Redwood Room of
fice hours or maybe "1 have a doc
tors appointment" (Every time listed
that day as office hours) office hours?

Sexual assault does happen
Dear Editor:
We are wnting in response to
Danielle Godfrey's article on date /
campus rape, in hopes of expanding
the voices of women here at UOP
["College campus easy target for date
rape, assault against women," April
27}. Her words were strong and pur
poseful, for sexual assault is alive on
this campus, whether we'd like to
admit it or not.
Both of us, being new transfers
this fall, have already been victims of
sexual assault, and in both instances
the perpetrator was-a friend or ac
quaintance. This phenomena is all
too common, and it's time that more
women such as Danielle make it a~.
issue for each of our lives.
The issue of power is the central
aspect of most cases of assault. How
ever, women must not forget that ul
timately they hold the power to pur
sue justice. They have to be able to
transfer the guilt from them self on
to the one who's really deserving of
it.
The power the abuser feels stems
from the belief that the assault will
not be reported, but will be forgot
ten, ignored, and kept silent. This is
clearly a sign that women are indeed

too quiet— or too afraid. Do we re
ally want to be seen as fearful and
submissive, or do we want to finally
show that we are not going to stand
for such violations?
It's time for the victims of such
crimes to be able to speak up with
out feeling isolated, guilty, or
ashamed. Now is also the time for all
to realize that the women of UOP will
not remain silent and spend their
days as weakened victims.
Thank you, Danielle for bringing
such a dark side of campus life out
into the faces of those who may deny
its existence. The dismal truth is that
sexual assault can happen to any of
us, in any circumstance, as we know
all too well.

Nina Tupala
Lauren Benning

Muslims
continued from page 12
find some comfort with the suspects
being identified and prosecuted.
1 encourage anyone to question
the media when it reports incidents
tike these. Do not be so quick to
Mge Let the police identify the
criminals, riot the media.
, i.„-vfardini '96

Also, once you have clearly set up a
meeting with a professor, does he/she
arrive as timely as you are expected
to arrive for class? next, when speak
ing to your professor, what kind of
respect or rather lack thereof do you
notice? Is it a comfortable situation
for you to speak to your professor and
possibly ask for a signature (or any
thing else like advice on an assign
ment)? Or do you see right through
the condescending voice that the
friendly smile does not hide? Service
with a smile that is what you get. Yet
how much value are you getting for
the bucks (and bucks and bucks)?
This may seem like a rather bold
question. However, hang around here
for four years, work in an office or a
"service" position on campus and
overhear the staff and faculty's opin
ions of students and not surprisingly
of each other. How much value are
you getting for your buck with that?
Now wonder after all of this observa
tion and experience why (gee 1 won
der) we are faced with such problems
as: student apathy, lack of student in
volvement in student leadership op
portunities, class participation prob
lems, poor faculty-student relations,
and of course customer satisfaction
or even one step further, the cus
tomer is always right.
Heather Kaufman '95

Football
continued from page 12
But I digress.
My point is—
1 love football!
Football—
the ballet of bulldozers,
the moments of grace in a sea of fury,
the crowd fickle, fanatical, and faithful.
Every kick-off is possibility,
every down a war,
and every now and then it doesn't come
down to fancy strategy
or speed
or strength.
It comes down to who has more heart!
Yes!
You seefootball is in my bones.
And where goes the two-point conversion,
the on-side kick,
or the TV time-out,
so go I!
I've seen the locker-rooms my friends,
I have smelled the shoes,
stormed the field,
and sung the songs!
And I have heard the footstepsyes!
And they say to me—
Stanley?
Is football the greatest game in the world?
And 1 say yes footstepsyes it is.". . ..
Jason McFaul '95

PAGE II

TOP TEN LIST
Other ways to raise
moneys on campus
besides raising tuition
next year:
10. Convert the Court of
Sponsors to Scooter Parking
and charge $100 for an il
lustrious space.
9. Sell pictures of students
nestled in the President's
lap before his historic de
parture.
8. Orchestrate a contest to
guess where all of the
administration's
h a i r
has gone.
7. Send out people from Ad
missions in "Band Frolic"
attire to
Wilson Way
and have UOP keep all the
profits.
6. Have people from Physi
cal Plant turn more water
on the lawns to
flood
them and charge people to
surf.
5. Fire ARA and have Physi
cal Plant set up a taco stand
with the
leaf
blower
guys serving food until 8
a.m.
4. Ignore Grace Covell fire
alarms and save the money
from the fire
depart
ment; in case of fire resi
dents are to line up outside
and blow the flames to
wards the President's house
and then
collect the fire
insurance.
3. Have the Library rent the
Study Rooms by the hour
forinterested
U O P
couples. Pacific FJCpress will
be accepted—thanks Mom
and Dad.
2. Use top level employees
of the Finance Center as
spokespeople
for the
Hair Club for men (it
doesn't even look like a
rug!)
1. Take all administration's
tacky, klunky jewelry and
melt it down for cash!

Compiled Hi}
Poci. concerned and serving sludenls

Kate Lamping
Arts and Entertainment Editor
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Music review

New albums: What to buy, what not to try
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
H.P. Zinker
"Mountains of Madness"
•

If I hear a band described as "funk
metal" once more I'm gonna scream.
H.P. Zinker deserves more than that
— perhaps "funk metal crap" is more
accurate. "Mountains of Madness"
weighs in at a stultifying 61 minutes
of hackneyed riffs and dumb lyrics. I
won't even bother to quote them; you
can look them up yourself in the
"How To Be A Rock Singer In Two
Easy Steps" book.
A better bet is the group Sinister
Dane or, of course, the late, great Liv
ing Colour. H.P. Zinker get one star
for their cool packaging. The pictures
on the CD booklet change when you
pull it out of the red jewel case. You'd
be better off spending 61 minutes
playing with that!
Matthew Sweet
"100% Fun"
• • • •

Once again Matthew Sweet has
delivered a COHERENT collection of
pristine jangle-pop gems. True, he has
a formula and his songs are indeed a
throwback to the Sixties and Seven
ties, but he has perfected his sound
to the point that it's an homage.
While some groups sound retro
due to lack of originality(see
Flowerhead), Sweet works hard to ac
curately recreate that classic rock feel.
His smooth voice glides over creamy
distortion, tight drumming and the
rich "oohhs" and "aahhs" of the
back-up vocals. Plus, he has the abil
ity to sum up sentiment in precise,
rhyming couplets, further contribut
ing to the pure pop bliss.
Throw this album on the turn
table, grab some egg salad and Tang,
plop down on the shag rug and pre
pare yourself for 100% fun.
Flowerhead
"The People's Fuzz"
• •

Just what we were breathlessly
waiting for — another free-loving,
dope smokin', bell bottom-wearing
See CD review page 16
•= Avoid it, ••=Fair;

•••= Good, •••• = 7ro/y

Outstanding

P. J. Harvey (top left), Matthew Sweet (top right) ami Faith No More (below) have recently released new alburns.
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Restaurant review

Manny's
California Fresh
Cafe lives up to
name
CLANCY M. NOAILLES
Pacifican staff writer
Manny's California Fresh Cafe
offers the best food for your money
in Stockton, hands down. In an at
tempt to enlighten you on the good
and evil of Stockton's food scene,
Manny's gets my vote for diverse and
fresh cuisine college students can af
ford.
1 ordered the chicken sandwich,
salad and lemonade. While you sit for
about eight minutes waiting for your
number to be called, there is a pile of
greasy newspapers to read. When my
number was called, I received a tray
of food smelling delicious.

Manny's California Fresh Cafe
1612 Pacific Avenue
Phone: (209) 463-6415
Hours: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

# # # #'
i =Avoid it, e=rair,

3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding

The chicken sandwich was amaz
ing. Served on a large sourdough roll
with lettuce and tomatoes, that thing
had serious flavor. The chicken did
not consist of deep fried parts, but was
a perfectly cooked, very moist breast.
The rotisserie chicken was equally
delicious.
The lemonade is real and the
salad was huge. As the drought dam
aged this year's lettuce crop, the salad
was packed with vegetables, beans,
roasted red peppers — the works. The
dressing consisted of oil and vinegar
and spices. There seemed to be more
oil than vinegar, a sign that Manny's
cares enough about the dressing not
to rely on the dressing with cheap red
wine vinegar. The salad came with
garlic bread and was large enough to
be a meal by itself.
The service was stellar. In what
looked like a hectic environment,
everyone keep their cool and were
polite. Manny's offers about every
thing for less than four dollars. This
is one of the only places in Stockton
that has $1.35 Budwisers and imports
for only $1.95!
Manny's menu is very extensive
and seems to be satisfactory to many
diverse culinary preferences. Overall,
I could not recommend a better place
for good inexpensive and fresh food
in Stockton.

The Peculiar film Critic

Movie review

fason Mcfaul

Quentin shines as Mr. Destiny
Hey, Nathanael, guess what time
it is? Time to kiss the asses of our two
loyal readers because we didn't do a re
view last week? No, we lost one; now
it s just one loyal reader, who surely
understands what hectic lives film
critics lead and is just happy that
we're back this week.
Right. And for this week we offer a
peek at "Destiny Turns On the Radio."
It s a new film directed by folm hat an
and starring fames Belushi, Nancy
Travis, Bobcat Goldtliwaite and Quentin
Tarantino.

Truth be known, we had to see
this film simply because our man
Quentin is in it. Most of us have seen
his directorial pieces "Pulp Fiction"
and "Reservoir Dogs," and we know
the boy can write, having done the
likes of "Natural Born killers" and
"True Romance."
And because acting is Quentin's
first love, it seemed appropriate that
we give him the opportunity to show
case one more aspect in his re|X'itoire
of Hollywood talents. AndI guess the
other dozen or so people in the the
ater Friday night thought the same.
Oh, except for the two who walked
out halfway through.
And speaking of ihying, Ryan, hi this
film the acting was highly styli/ed, —
intentionally so, to go right along with
the surrealistic visual montage and the
blinding, animation-like use of color.

If "Natural Born Killers" was an
aesthetic orgasm, then I'd say this
film is aesthetic heavy-petting. It 's set
in Las Vegas, after Julian Goddard
breaks out of prison and returns to
this "town of infinite possibilities" to
find his girl and his half of the money
gleaned from a bank robbing. It just
so happens that at the same time Mr.
Destiny (Tarantino) is also living it
up.

See, Mr. Destiny comes out of a
swimming pool of a small, lou t s mo
tel, now owned and operated by

Goddard's friend and partner-in-crinie
Thoreau. He. Mr. Destiny, trawls about
Las Vegas, "loth lung' people's liws at
random, changing tlwin in drastic and
unforeseen wax's, thus he is literally Mr.
Destiny.

And what a swimming pool it is.
It looked like a pool full of Coors. And
at the bottom of the pool is The Other
Side. Mr. Destiny came from there
and that's where he returns to, leav
ing us to ponder what lays at the end
of the road not taken and the deci
sions not made, which is what's on
The Other Side.
AH the while we have a classic lose
story happening. Boy meets girl, boy gets
girl, girl chic kens out because there are
too many cops after boy, boy becomes
girl in Las Vegas Federal Penitentiary,
boy gets out of prison, finds girl, gets her
again, girl is still afraid of the cops, Iniy
talks girl into breaking through to 77le
Other Side, and they lixv happily ever
after. Got it?

And along the way, we get lots of
great colors and tricky, illusionary
camera work.
I like the pretty colors.

I'm happy for you, my friend.
What is your favorite part? Your Best
Bit?
/ like the open wound at the bottom
of the empty pool. I hat was cool.

Mine's when Julian rides up on
the motorcycle and totally bails. Just
wipes out! Then he proceeds to kick
and beat and berate the poor machine
for it's mistake, killing it, and caus
ing it to burst into flames. Hilarious.
Overall, Iliked the film, but Ihave
to say I was a bit disappointed. I
wanted to see more of Tarantino in
that hopped-up '69 Roadrunner. The
film had a lot of comedy going for it,
though, and Raran did an excellent
job directing. What do you think,
Nat?
I liked the colors.

Seared Roasted Rack of Lamb
This is all preparation and is a nice compliment to a spring evening
Make sure the rack is from a young lamb and ask the butcher to trim as
mU\vi!riho

might want to talk the butcher into I rvnehing the rack, as this
will make the rack less expensive. If they don't, and you don't know how
to French the rack yourself, go and buy TJk l<7> P* <
<Y°u'JI use ,t
f°r MahnateVho Dmb in fresh herbs, freshly ground pepper, salt '"d olive
oil for at least two hours. In a cast iron pan, sear therack on each side foe
minnip to lock in the flavors. Use foil to cover the bone and sides.
In a oven preheated to 375 degrees, roast for fifteen toeightcen min
utes Do not ov ercook this - if you like your meat well done, eat some-

thinif

vou think you hate lamb it is probably because you have only had
the overcooked version which has a tendency to taste like mutton. Umb
u Tm aiwavs be enioyed young and medium rare,
should .
cariic mashed potatoes and a walnut salad fcnjoy!
I serve

this with game masueu |

By Clana M Soailles

Tarantino the
actor disappoints
Look, I loved "True Romance,"
"l*ulp Fiction." "Natural Born Killers."
and to some extent, "Reservoir Dogs."
This basically makes Quentin
Tarantino four for four on my
scorecard.
I have got to say that this man
should keep making movies, and stop
acting in them, as he does in "Des
tiny Turns on the Radio." When he
acts, I feel uncomfortable. I feel a pain
— a real mean one, that pushes me
to the |ioint Of outrage where I find
the need to say, "Hey! Stop acting!
Just stop it right now! Cease and de
sist! Be gone!"
And the unfortunate part about
it Is that he is a good actor. He defi
nitely looks the part, and I'm con
vinced that he has the ability to act
the part. It's just that his voice sounds
sort of feminine. Now there is noth
ing wrong with a feminine sounding
voice — in fact, I appreciate every
woman that has one. It's just that a
high-pitched voice coming from a
man with side-burns and a five
o'clock shadow strikes me almost as
rxld as Quasimoto acting as a standin for Johnny Depp in "Don Juan
DeMarco."
My whole point Is simply that
Tarantino should not have speaking
parts in any of the movies he gets
casted for. Furthermore, when you
take the feminine sounding voice and
the faint sound of a lisp. I say that he
should only star in movies if he's
playing a mime.
Truthfully, I would have enjoyed
"IX*stiny Turns on the Radio" much
more if all Tarantino did was pretend
to he trapped in an imaginary room,
lean against an imaginary podium. or
just smile like an idiot But instead
he had to talk, and thus, ruin it for
everyone.
"Destiny Turns on the Radio"
stars I>ylan McDermot. Nancy Travis,
Tarantino. and James Belushi. There
were some great ideas developing In
this film, but being the only person
in the theater, and bored as a dead
man in purgatory. I would have rather
been somewhere else.
I'm not gonna explain this movie
since I assume it's being done by the
"Movie Guys" right next door. Ill
simple say that I did not personalis
care for it. This movie was slower than
my Japanese grandmother driving in
the fast lane. I give it the thumbs
down, the three on the Seat
Uncomfortability Scale, and ! abhor
this movie for taking time out of my
busy schedule If you have the means.
1 would highly encourage you not to
see this movie.

!
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The Anderson Y Center's 64th Annual Strawberry
Breakfast. The spring tradition offers a chance for the

Anderson Y Center

campus and the Stockton community to celebrate the
117 years of service provided by U.O.P students through the Anderson Y Center. The Anderson Y Center is well
known for its community tutoring program and youth "strengthening" programs.The breakfast will be held Sun
day, May 14, Mother's day, at the University of the Pacific's Regent Dining Room between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. Music
will be provided by students of the Conservatory of Music. Tickets will be $7 for adults, $4 for students, and $2 for
students under ten.

Thursday, May 4
ON CAMPUS
Associated Students of the
School of Education meeting.
School of Education, Room
205. 12 Noon.
COPA elections. College of
the Pacific students vote for
your new representatives.
McCaffrey Center. Noon
Spring barbecue and con
cert sponsored by ASUOP/
Upbeat. Bomar Commons. 4
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Mudsharks and the Mid
night Voices perform at Spring
Barbecue. Bomar Commons. 5
p.m.
School of International
Studies Awards Banquet. Dean
Martin Needier will speak
about his experiences in
Mexico. Raymond Common
Room. 6 p.m.
"Nell." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.
"Into the Woods," a musi
cal production by Stephen
Sondheim. Tickets available
from drama and dance depart
ment. $10. Long Theater. 8
P-m.
'
vyit

Final Day for "Trauma
and Healing: The Vietnam
War" an art show featuring Vi
Ly and Darlene Nguyen-Ely.
Richards Reynolds Gallery. 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Friday. May 5

-

ON CAMPUS
Transcendental Medita
tion lecture. Weber Hall,
Room 107. 1:30 p.m.
"Into the Woods," a mu
sical production by Stephen
Sondheim. Tickets available
from drama and dance de
partment. $10. Long Theater.
8 p.m.
"Nell." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Poetry Night, A Cinco
Day Mayo Celebration with
local poet Richard Rios.
Barnes and Noble, 660 West
March Lane, Stockton. 7 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Black Angus: Top 40's and
Oldies. 2525 W. March Lane,
Stockton. 9 p.m.
Papacito: DJ music and
dancing. E. March Lane,

Stockton. 9:30 p.m.
Tremors: DJ music and
dancing. Venetian Square,
Stockton. 9 p.m.
Stockton Symphony:
Butch Thompson, classic jazz
and ragtime. Stockton Civic
Auditorium. Tickets from $l6
to $33. 8 p.m.

Saturday. May 6
ON CAMPUS
International Public Rela
tions Think Tank, sponsored
by Public Relations Society of
America. George Wilson Hall.
All Day. Call Carol HallHackley for more informa
tion, 946-2505.
Benefit concert for ROAD
program with Sundogs.
Raymond Great Hall. 8 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
"Into the Woods," a mu
sical production by Stephen
Sondheim. Tickets available
from drama and dance depart
ment. $10. Long Theater. 8
p.m.
"Nell." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.

TIGER SPORTS
Softball doubleheader
with San Jose State. Barbecue
before game at 11a.m. Tickets
are $7 for adults, $5 for sea
son ticket holders, and $3 for
children. Bill Simoni Field.
Games begin at noon.
OFF CAMPUS
Tri-Delta Car Wash.
Union 76, Corner of Pacific
and March. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
$3 per car.
Self Defense for Women.
Basic self-defense techniques,
defense aids, and tips on pre
vention will be given. Barnes
and Noble, 660 West March
Lane, Stockton. 2:30 p.m.
Karaoke at Lyon's Restau
rant Lounge. 5205 Pacific Ave,
Stockton. 8 p.m.
DJ music and dancing.
Tremors nightclub. March
Lane and Pershing Avenue,
Stockton. 9 p.m.

Sunday. May 7
ON CAMPUS
Patrons of Pacific Lun
cheon, sponsored by Pacific
Annual Fund. Raymond Hall
and Common Room. 11:30
a.m.
"Into the Woods," a mu
sical production by Stephen
Sondheim. Tickets available
from drama and dance de
partment, $10. Long Theater.
2 p.m.
Film and Food Festival
sponsored by Rainbow o
Cultures. Baxter Mall. 6 p.m.
to 11 p.m.
Music. Symphonic Wind
Ensemble and University
Concert Band. "Mothers
Day Concert," Eric Hammer
conducting. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. 3 P m"Nell" McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.

The Core presents punk
OFF CAMPUS
rock groups Mr. T Experience,
Penrii Anne Cross, a a
Groove Ghoulies, Moist, and
Rocket Car, plus more to be tive American artist, wi
announced. All ages welcome. present her work at the
609 S. Lincoln Street, Stock Joaquin County Art's Co
cil Gallery II. 445 West We
ton. Tickets are $6. 8 p.m.

The world is as you are. Develop unbounded awaress and the universe will be yours," said Maharishi Yogi,
mder of Transcendental Meditation. In the past 30
irs, over three million people world-wide have learned

Transcendental
Meditation

d benefited from the Transcendental Meditation proim. Meditation has been shown to improve academic
rformance, develop creativity and intelligence, increase

L

irning ability, and improve self-concept.

{The lecture will be held Friday, May 5 at 1:30 p.m. in
tber Hall, Room 107.

ewish Food Festival. Lots
lagels and Lox and Corned
f on Rye. Temple Israel,
kton. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
[Waterfront ArtFest. Old
lento. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
diite water river rafting
American River. Sign
|m ASUOP. Cost is $20.
[Cinco Day Mayo parade
- Stockton Civic Auditoo. 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
|The Big Fiesta. Tons of
and entertainment. SJ
"ty Fairgrounds, Stock12 p.m. to 8 p.m. For
e information call 462119.
'Nell." McCaffrey Center
Iter. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, hay 8
ON CAMPUS
NlV testing, free and conndal. Bannister Hall. 6
to 8 p.m.
usic. Pacific Brass Enw. Faye Spanos Concert
8 p.m.

"Timecop." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS
Baseball with CSU Sacra
mento. Billy Hebert Field. 7
p.m.

Wednesday, hay 10
ON CAMPUS
HIV testing. Free and con
fidential. Cowell Health Cen
ter. 9 a.m to 11 a.m.
"Timecop." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.

Thursday. Nay II
ON CAMPUS
Academic Council meet
ing. McCaffrey Center Confer
ence Room. 3 p.m.
Class of '95 is invited to
the biggest party of the year.
Music and free food.
Raymond Commons Room
and Raymond Great Hall,
p.m. to 1 a.m.
"Drop Zone." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.
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Friday. May 12
ON CAMPUS
Music. Choral Concert:
Oriana Choir, Pacific Singers,
University Chorus. Edward
Cetto, conductor. Cathedral of
the Annunciation. 8 p.m.
"Drop Zone." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Melissa Etheridge in con
cert with Joan Osborne. Cal
Expo Amphitheater. Contact
Bass tickets for more informa
tion. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, hay 13
ON CAMPUS
Football Awards brunch.
Grace Covell Dining Hall. 10
a.m.

American Folk Fest: Slate
Mountain Bluegrass Band,
Stockton Chorale, Stockton
Youth Chorale. Quail Lakes
Baptist Church, 1904 Quail
Lakes Drive, Stockton. $3-$8
admission fee. 8 p.m.
Queensryche in concert.
Cal Expo Amphitheater. 7:30
p.m. Contact Bass tickets for
more information.

Sunday, hay 14
ON CAMPUS
Anderson Y Center's 64th
Annual Strawberry Breakfast.
Music by Conservatory stu
dents. Tickets are S7 for
adults, and $4 for children
between the ages of 3 and 12.
Call the Anderson Y for ticket
information.
"Drop Zone." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.

McGeorge School of Law
commencement. Arco Arena,
Sacramento. 1:30 p.m.
"Drop Zone." McCaffrey
Center Theater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Karaoke at Lyon's Lounge.
5202 Pacific Avenue, Stockton.
8p-m.
rill
'i >> >

Tuesday, hay 16
ON CAMPUS
Used Book Sale. Spon
sored by the associates of the
library. Paperbacks .50 cents/
Hardbacks SI. UOP Library.
•» «1
11V-

Hani an
event
listed in the
calendar?

It's
free!
Call Allison at
[209] 94G-2HS
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Papa Wemba looks for crossover audience
with newest release 'Emotion'
JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
Making music for twenty-five
years, Zaire native Papa Wemba has
always dreamed of being an interna
tional success. In an attempt to come
closer to achieving this goal, Wemba
has westernized his music with his
newest release, "Emotion."
Producer Stephen Hauge (Erasure,
New Order, Pet Shop boys) was
brought in to help provide
directionon the album. Says Wemba,
"I've taken a totally different musical
direction, so I'm a little afraid of the
public's reaction. This is an emotional
time, that's why I must call this al
bum 'Emotion.'"
On first listen, I did not know
what to think of this album. There are
some typical African rhythms and all

Music review
continued from page 12

pseudo-psychedelic band. While
Matthew Sweet meticulously restores
a sound, Flowerhead simply recycles
music that was mediocre at best the
first time around. Guitarist Buz Zoller
describes it as the music you listen to
"...when you're driving in your
brother's Camaro and the smell of
weed is wafting through the car." Ah,
memories.
This album has "Generation X/
'Dazed and Confused' target audi
ence" written all over it. Real slack
ers may not listen to it, but people
who think they are will. Musically it's
wah guitar and Big Muff fuzz boxes
all over the place, while the lyrical
content is standard fare (major
theme: "Get high and party" ). It's
not bad — just dumb.

(

Joan Osborne
"Relish"

J
2
>

F

Black Sabbath! Awriight! Oh,
sorry... that's Joan Osborne. This is
an album Joel Schwitzer should have
reviewed. It's got some of that there
world music on it. Mostly, though,
it falls into the increasingly popular
"folk-pop" category.
The album sounds like Polygram's
attempt to sign the next Sheryl Crow.
But if they had a fight, Joan Osborne
would kick Sheryl Crow's butt. Work
ing around a guitar-bass-keyboarddrums setup, occasionally augmented
by a mandolin fiddle or a mellotron,

Reach for the Power
T*!? Artu

of Wemba's singing is in his native
tongue. At the same time, there is a
definite western feel to it. This is best
underscored by his inclusion of the
Otis Redding classic "Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa
(Sad Song)" featuring co-lead vocals
by American soul singer Juliet Rob
erts. The verses alternate between
both singers and languages; this pro
vides a fresh new feel to the song.
Osborne spins tales with throaty
country twang. She's a singer who'll
be appreciated by alternarock hipsters
AND their parents.
Babes In Toyland
"Nemesister"
• • • •

When the band's bio uses the ad
jective "heady" twice in one sentence,
you gotta wonder. Trite PR aside,
"Nemesister" is an intoxicating, fullthrottle ride into the gaping maw of
a sprawling rock maelstrom. Just kid
ding. I mean, I'd love to just put "This
album rocks — buy it now," but then
I'd never win the Journalistic Medal
of Honor for Greatest Number of Ad
jectives in One Sentence.
Songs like "Ariel" and "Surd" are
creepily intense, while "Sweet '69"
approaches the growling hysteria of
my fave, "He's My Thing," off their
last album. Then there's the a capella
rendition of Billie Holiday's "Deep
Song" and an incredibly hip cover of
"We Are Family." Ignore the inevi
table Hole comparisons and check
"Nemesister" out for yourself.

PJ H a r v e y
'To Bring You My Love"

v

4 *.

y

AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

DIKE IN & TAKE OUT ~
3202 PACIFIC Ave.
STOCKTON, CA 95204
ONI BLOCK SOUTH OF ALPINE AVE.

MO N - SA T
11:0O AM - 9:30 FM

As a fan of world music, I found
the album a little hard to appreciate
at first; it is not what I would expect
from an artist of Wemba's back
ground. Most of the album is dance
music, notable exceptions include
the track "Rail On." Acoustic guitar
along with light percussion and back
ground vocalists pfovide a beautiful
backdrop for the mellower vocals of
this song.
Upon repeated listening, I have
become more and more enthusiastic
about "Emotion." While the purist in
me is perhaps a little confused by the
juxtaposition of musical styles; the
music enthusiast in me likes what it
hear. Even if "Emotion" does not
make Papa Wemba a household
name, it surely will succeed in bring
ing a few more fans into the realm of
world music.

Harvey began to explore elements
of blues on her last album, and "To
Bring You My Love" seems to be the
culmination of her study. The album
opens with a single, raspy blues lick
that slowly builds into the song of the
same name.
Harvey wails the lyrics with a fe
verish yearning reflected in the dirty,
buzzing distortion found in nearly all
the songs. Faster songs like "Meet Ze
Monsta" and
"Long Snake
Moan"(which sounds like Curve at
it's best) are driven by pulsing
rhythms and guitar fuzz, while the
plodding "Teclo" feels like it's being
pulled from the instruments.
The song order is such that* each
acts as a piece of a whole, to be expe
rienced all at once. "To Bring You My
Love" is already at many critic's Best
of '95 lists, and with good reason.

Faith N o More
"King For a Day, Fool For a Lifetime"

ThePa

1. "Tom Clancy's; i°P-CeniH
Tom Clancy and Steve Pi*.
(Berkley, $6.99.) Inside a seem
ernment agency.
2. "The Robber Bride " by«
ret Atwood. (Bantam, $6.50 )
manipulative woman reappear!
denly.
3. "The Shipping News" j
Annie Proulx. (Touchstone,
Newspaperman returns to his <
hood home after death of hi:
4. "Seinlanguage," by
Seinfeld. (Bantam, $5.99.)
tions on life's pleasures and on
5. "Smilla's Sense of Snc
Peter Hoeg. (Dell, $6.50.) Invi
tion of a child's mysterious dea
6. "Chicken Soup for the S
by Jack Canfield and Mark \
Hansen. (Health Communicat
$12.) Stories for heart and spin
7. "Ambush at Corellia," by
MacBride Allen. (Spectra/Ba
$5.99.) First volume of a new
Wars" trilogy.
8. "Embraced by the Light,
Betty J. Eadiewith Curtis Taylor
tarn, $5.99.) A woman's near :
experience.
9. "How We Die," by Shenv
Nuland. (Vintage, $13.) A sur]
reflects on life's final stage.
10. "The Day After Tomorrow
Allan Folsom. (Warner Vision,»
A doctor stumbles into a web o
spiracies.
Complied by "The

Hiyher Education' from
supplied by college stores tlmm
country.

• • • • •

This album rocks. Buy it now.

Frustrated by High Prices! Why Pay ^ore

TRY US! SAVE! SAVE!
P E R M A N E N T S f r o m $ 2 1 -e x9t5n

Includes hair cut (long hair, blow dry

We Are Tiger Boosters
Dolores Tuter & Marge Larsen, ovvner

BEE BEAUTY SALO
& GIFT SHOP
..1904 W.Country Club Blvd. 464-388^

r

CAP & GOWN
Special

>
S

• Quick Start Seeding
• At Home Beading
• Bonckng and Porcefan Vaneers
• Cosmetc and General Derhsky
• Uttrasonc Cteamrj
• Easy and Genie Care

Custom/ed Cosmesc Evaluation
andTneatment
' Video knagng
' Toofi Colored Crowns
' Located Cloae to Campus
' Most Insurance Accepted
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50% off your Bleaching
Treatment with this coupon

$29.95

£

VaidunH 12-1 34

Lester H. Low, DDS

One 4x5 in a Gift Folder

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yofcuts Near CaWomBi Slate Automobie Association

• > '
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WllfVf

743 porter avenue
Stockton, ca 95207
(209)477-4363
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Call NOW for your preferred appointment
" 't

Member American Dental Association
CaHomta Dental Association
'.SHaJoeajnOerMiSoeeiy «« » » sv

474-3333

•
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Member Paofic Athlebc Foundation.

xo UOP School o( Dentistry Alumni Association
%
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Leonardo DiCaprio holds court in "Basketball Diarie
IAN SPELLING
College Press Service
Shoot, score!
Leonardo DiCaprio just can't
miss. The young actor first won ac
claim starring opposite Robert DeNiro
in "This Boy's Live," earned an Oscar
nomination for his stunning perfor
mance as a retarded teen in "What's
Eating Gilbert Grape," and held his
own with Sharon Stone in "The Quick
and the Dead."

Now, DiCaprio stars in "The
Basketball Diaries," a
powerful drama based on
the autobiographical, drugenhanced musings of rocker
Jim Carroll.
Now, there's "The Basketball Dia
ries," a powerful drama based on the
autobiographical, drug-enhanced
musings of rocker Jim Carroll. As a
youth growing up on New York's
mean streets, Carroll excelled for a
time at high school basketball, then
slid into a seamy existence fueled by
heroin, petty crimes, prostitution and
violence.
"Diaries" is strong stuff, explicit
and often unflinching, and
DiCaprio's effective performance—
especially an agonizing withdrawal
sequence—has Best Actor Oscar
nomination written all over it.
On this April day in Manhattan,

a loose, friendly DiCaprio, who looks
far younger than his 20 years, faces
the media at a Manhattan hotel to
promote "Diaries." It's pointed out to
him that young actors these days
seem to be tackling riskier material
than their peers of years ago.
DiCaprio disagrees. "Movies for
young actors have changed," argues
DiCaprio, who made his big screen
debut in "Critters III" after playing a
recurring role in the TV sitcom
"Growing Pains."
"We're taken a little more seri
ously now as people in the business.
I'm no spokesperson for my genera
tion. It just seems the movies we're
getting offered now, as compared to
the Brat Pack days, are better. There
are a lot more movies being produced
about young men, unfortunately (for
women), more coming-of-age stories.
That's good for me.
"I was comfortable with the ma
terial in ('Diaries'). As far as an acting
standpoint was concerned, there was
so much for me to do. I saw a lot of
color in the character and a lot of
ways I could go. Doing those scenes,
like the withdrawal scene, that I'd
never experienced before was like,
'Whew!'Ihad to turn into a little pri
mal beast. Doing those scenes where
I'm strung out were weird to get into
at first. But once I did, I got to ex
plore what it was about. I didn't re
ally rehearse them physically. I just
went in there, knew what I was go
ing to do and just did it."
Carroll himself served as a con-
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ask him anything, and you'll get the
most detailed answer on the planet,
and it'll be completely honest."
Ultimately, DiCaprio sounds
pleased with "Diaries," explaining
that it does justice to Carroll and de
livers a profound warning about the
evils of drugs simply by depicting the
toll they took on one person who was
lucky enough to survive.
"When 1 saw the film I walked
away disgustedby heroin. The movie
has a lot more aspects than that,"
notes the actor, "but the thing that
held me the most was 'I'm never go-
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to try that.' The m
pushing a big an,
just Showing What can hwhat happened toJim T
certain message to people
kids, without beating '
head with it."
mg

WANTED: Motivated

Small

Medium

$4.99

Large

$5.99

$6.99

individuals to
become skilled,
-credentialed
elementary or secondary teachers in just
one year. Learn "on the job" in our
unique classroom internship program.
New classes start in June.
California

Teacher Education Institute

$8.99

\

An Accredited Teacher Credential Program

For information contact:

Large One
Topping Pizza
PLUS
A liter of coke,
diet coke or sprite
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Teacher Education Institute

Elk Grove Unified School
District/ San Francisco State U
9510 Elk Grove-Florin Road
Elk Grove, CA 95624

(916) 683-2398
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trays the French poet Rimbai
site David ("Naked") rh
Verlain. His name has also!
died about for lead roles ii
Coppola's version of "On tl
a "Romeo andJuliet" remaki
long-delayed James Dean bi.
at all a stupid fellow, DiCapi
all eyes are on him and tl
things are expected of him i
ture.
Yet, wisely, he prefers ti
give all he can to one role
and let the chips—awards, the
spotlight, stardom—fall whei
may. "I want to keep on leviJ
ing films that interest me. Hi
there will be enough busines
port my films financially, for
break even. If they make
great.
"All I want to do," DiCap
eludes, "is keep on looking
next interesting character. T
I'm concerned with now. 0
there's pressure on me to
work. I try my best to do t
that's allI can do."

TEACH
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DiCaprio, who lives in
les, will next be seen in the
film "Total Eclipse," in whit,

Start A Rewarding Career

UOP VALUE MEAL
One Topping Pizza

Medium One
Topping Pizza
PLUS
2 cans of coke,
diet coke or sprite
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iv, DiCaprio
Ultimately
)iei
sounds pleased
with
"Diaries," explaining that
it does justice to Carroll
and delivers a profound
warning about the evils of
drugs simply by depicting
the toll they
ey ttook on one
person who
mo was lucky
enough to survive.

952-3030

$6.99

J

sultant on "Diaries," and even shares
a scene on screen with his cinematic
alter-ego. DiCaprio reports that he
and Carroll discussed the film quite
a bit and became friendly, but that
they never tried forcing a connection.
"We just hung out a lot in my trailer,
on the set, and we talked.Iasked him
questions about the movie, about the
character, and all the different drugs.
The cool thing about Jim is you can

.,
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-Nell"
Two-time Oscar-winner
Jodie Foster stars in the poi
gnant story of Nell, a 29-yearold recluse who grew up in a
remote cabin in the Blue Ridge
Mountains, and speaks her own
strange language. A rural doctor
(Liam N'eeson) discovers her,
enlists a psychologist (Natasha
Richardson), with whom he
falls in love, to help him under
stand Nell's behavior. Their lives
are unexpectedly transformed
as they struggle to decide
whether or not to lead the mys
terious woman out of her own
peaceful world and into the
chaos of contemporary society.
Rated PG-13, May 4-7
"Tlmecop"
It's a not-so distant future
and zipping back through time
is a reality. Jean-Claude Van
Damme stars In this unpredict
able thriller as time travel's top
cop who must fearlessly defend
the holes of history from a ruth
less politician (Ron Silver), hell
bent on altering the course of
America. Rated R, May 9-10
"Drop Zone
The sky's the limit when a
U.S. marshal
sn. (Wesley Snipes)
goes undercover as a skydiver In
John Badham's gripping, action
thriller. Snipes is determined to
track down skydiving terrorists
who kidnapped a notorious
computer hacker. Gary Busey
costars as a former DEA agent
with plans to break into confi
dential records on the federal
system. Rated R, May 11-14

Are you interested in getting involved?
Do you feel like students are under-represented on campus?
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graduation

ms for your graduation functions
Reservations still available
Friday, May 19 - Dinner 5-9:30
y, May 20 - Graduation Brunch 11-2, Dinner 5-9:30
Sunday, May 21 -Graduation Brunch 11-2

296 Lincoln Center, on the_ Brick Walk
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SPEAK UP!
ASUOP is looking for outspoken students to get involved and
represent the student voice on campus. Representative
positions are now being made available on several University
committees...
To see what's available or sign up, swing by the ASUOP office
or contact Marty Raumann at 946-2233.
if >ou"re onwillmjt to speak up when gtvrn the oppommry. thm dent
ctnpUin later an about not being heard
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Oldest Vs. Youngest: Professors discuss life at both
JEANNE CASTLEMAN
Pacifican Guest Writer

She's 71; he's 27. He received his
doctorate in 1994; this June she re
tires. He's always lived in California;
she lived in South America for 14
years. Her teaching career spans
nearly 52 years; his teaching career
spans less than 52 weeks, he thinks
their situation is unique. And it prob
ably is.
Dr. Alice Hunter is among the old
est professors on UOP's campus. Dr.
Craig Vierra is one of the youngest,
yet it is anticipated that he will take
over for Dr. Hunter in biological sci
ences after she retires.
Her office resembles anybody's
grandmother's house. Dr. Hunter oc
cupies a spacious armchair nearly
twice her size, situated so it faces the
door. The other chairs are equally
inviting, beckoning guests to sit and
relax. In her generous office, most of
the floor tiles are hidden by a huge
are rug. A multitude of plant life ap
pears to be flourishing atop her filled
bookcases.
His office is cramped by compari
son. Dr. Vierra has no plants, rugs, or
overstuffed chairs. An Apple com
puter sprawls across one of the two
large desks occupying most of the
area. His work space appears to be
fte?ig««4jfor function, with little at
tention to"corftfort. That no-non
sense arrangement seems to comple
ment Dr. Vierra, who was also a nononsense student, charging through
college in only eight years, from start
to Ph.D.
"I was very fortunate to move
quickly," Vierra said. "I knew exactly

what I wanted and what I wanted to
do."
Dr. Hunter's pace was not so swift,
"It took me a long time. I was very
slow finishing up research for my Ph.
D."
To list all of the differences be
tween Dr. Hunter and Dr. Vierra
would be nearly impossible. Despite
their differences, they aren't much
different.
"They both work very hard," said
department secretary Ginger Hudson.
"They're both in here early in the
morning until late at night. She's
very dedicated. I see that in Craig,
too."
In response to change at UOP,
both professors adopted a scholarly
stance.
"I would like to see more money
put into the academic part of the uni
versity," said Dr. Hunter.
Dr. Vierra would like any change
to be, "something that will
strengthen the scientific portion of
the education."
Their reasons for teaching are
similar and they both want to share
in their students' successes.
"I've seen a lot of students suc
ceed and that's fun," said Dr. Hunter.
She added that she always liked teach
ing.
Dr. Vierra expects his rewards in
teaching to be the result of, "being
able to see the students obtain some
thing from what you give them and
integrate that into their lives."
He said he has always had a de
sire to really help people.
Students study professors as in
tently as they study any subject, look
ing for signs that the professor knows

if students are listening and cares
whether they are genuinely learning.
Jacqui Bazzaroni, a reentry stu
dent majoring in sport medicine said,
"I asked her for further clarification
about the theory. She enthusiasti
cally provided me with an in-depth
explanation. Dr. Hunter's positive
attitude, availability, and willingness
to work with me outside of class
showed me she cares about the suc
cess of her students."
"He put life into the subject," said
Alyson Levy, a sophomore doublemajoring in English and communi
cation. "He has youthful enthusiasm
for biology."
Dr. Hunter smiled as she spoke
about the young man who plans on
taking her place, "He's excellent-an
excellent researcher-doing modern
genetic research."
"Alice is wonderful. Probably one

of the nicest and most sinccil
I've met along my academic
said Dr. Vierra, completely I
of Dr. Hunter's previous co
about him. "She's going tot
around here."
"Alice Hunter is an extra
role model for generations c
in biology and the health!
said COP's Dean Robert
"She is absolutely dedicated tj
ing and research. She's hig
nized and focused."
Dr. Alice Hunter's sc|
achievements and dedicati
students create a hard act tol
Dr. Craig Vierra's recent a j
accomplishments demons! rat

the enthusiasm and the emo
low in her footsteps. "She's hi
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mendous impact on a o I
dents," he said. "They arelaj
steps to follow in and Ilia01

This week
PeopleProfile

Where to find her: Kareen is a cashier at
chocolate ice cream and telling funny sto
the Summit restaurant.
ries.
meets:
She has accumulated 25 years of experi
What about movies? "I love the old stars.
ence in her field. She encounters students,
The 40s. I don't know why, but I like prison
faculty, and administrative workers daily. Not
movies." Her dream job is "being a police
only does Kareen quickly accept their pay
officer."
ments, but she cleans their tables when they
To Kareen the worst thing about the 90s
forget to do it.
is, "the way young children are being raisedShe picked UOP because, "It fit into my
with no respect." The best thing is, "that I'm
children's school schedule. I worked nine to
alive and well and happy," she said.
two, while they were in school." She says
If Kareen could trade places with one
UOP picked her because, "They were desper
UOP person for a day it would be, "My boss,
ate."
Doyle Dixon, to see how he stays happy all
According to Kareen, the best part of her
day."
job is the people. The worst part is, "stress.
To Kareen the meaning of life is, "No
This is a stressful job. 1 don't think people
stress. Happiness."
know."
What does she do with her spare time. "I
Each week PeopleProfile meets with one
love to go to craft shows and play golf," she
university employee, then offers the campus
said.
a peek into the person behind the job.
Kareen likes reading mysteries, German
EACH WEEK PEOPLEPROFILE MEETS WITH ONE UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEE. THEN OFFERS THE CAMPUS A PEEK INTO THE PERbQH
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Ln guest writer

Go 0faii; i would like to applaud
res f jrS 0f the previous two ar% ltH as the many people who
n letters to the editor for
sty and bravery. It was
„es and letters dealing with
Ht-e that gave me the courage
Mi,' story.
t known since I was about
ight be gay.Inoticed myg at boys in a way that I
be looking at girls. But
in a small conservative
ing raised in the church,
ressures of having girlidbeing "normal." Iwanted
anything to be myself, but
lid of being stoned to death
idle of our tiny town. So 1
:ret and lived a lie.
my first "relationship" with
in high school.Iknew that
being with her, but I felt
|no attraction. I stayed with
id on for almost a year. Durime, we never got close; I
A wanted to. I got very frus/ ecause 1 found myself even
J iracted to and interested in
— it, I remained with her, tryen ce myself to change, telling
ic t; that 1 was going through a
un| After our breakup, I still
con

Choosing to be myself

loved girls as friends but wasn't sure
if 1 could ever feel more. But I didn't
dare tell anyone. 1 felt so alone, so
unhappy. I'd come home from school
and lock myself in my room and lis
ten to music, shutting myself off from
the outside world, a world thatIknew
hated me.
Not only did I have to deal with
the thought of being rejected by my
family and friends, but I also felt
hated by God. I have always felt a
close relationship with God, and I
have always known that He loves me.
But how could He love me if I was
gay? Doesn't the mere fact that I am
attracted to men totally outweigh the
love, mercy, and grace that He has for
me? Ilived in a cave;a cold dark cave
of loneliness and fear.
I saw college as a way to set my
self free of the bonds of home. I was
finally in a place where the people
outnumbered the tractors. But I was
still confused with my feelings. I
thought that college could surely

If you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance.

"cure" me. With all of these women,
I would surely straighten out my feel
ings. Well, 1 met several girls during
my first year at UOP, but 1 didn't see
any of them as being more than
friends.Itried, but it just didn't work.
At the end of my second year at
UOP, I finally accepted the fact that I
could never have feelings for a
woman. I stayed in Stockton that
summer, deciding that I couldn't
handle the pressures and the endless
lies that existed at home. That sum
mer I had my first experience with a
man. Ihad felt total happiness for the
first time in my life. It was then that I
decided to tell somebody. There was
no question of who would be the first
person that I would tell — one of my
dearest friends here at UOP. She was
wonderful and helped me so much.
Since then, I have told three more of
my best friends and my mother. It felt
so good to be accepted by them in my
entirety — no more hiding.
I started attending Gay Youth Al-

, Happy Hours
4 p m. • 7 o.m
Monday - Friday

7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549
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DELTA COLLEGE
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You could be sitting on
BURRIED TREASURE!
Hidden in the dark comers of your
garage could be a fortune! Set it in a
Flash with The Record SUPER
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Paris
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March Lane,

liance this semester, and it has been
the best thing for me. I finally don't
feel so alone in the world. 1 feel like a
person, whom people love for whoI
am, not whom I pretend to be. Since
then my whole understanding of
myself has opened up, and I finally
feel proud of who I am.
I personally don't feel it is
anybody's business whoI sleep with.
The reason I wanted to share my story
is to let others out there, who are in
the closet or are struggling to under
stand their feelings, know that they
are not alone. There are people here
who understand what you are going
through and who love you for who
you are, not for what society thinks
you should be.
For those of you who are deter
mined that being gay is a choice,Ican
say from personal experience that it
is not a choice. If it were a choice,
who would choose to be gay in a so
ciety where it is so despised and
hated? Where we have to worry about
hate crimes and personal persecution
every day? In my opinion, there is
only one choice to be made, and that
is the choice of being silent and mis
erable, living a lie your whole life, or
choosing to be yourself.
And so, thanks to the support of
my good friends and my loving
mother, I am choosing to be myself.

Sell it in a FLASH!

(209) 476 6290

FREE CLASSES

L ~
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College Life:
A Few Things To Knott

est

The Pflcifiwn and Us predecessors
1 Year Ago (1994)
Former Chief of Public Safety,
Norman Askew, is suing UOP. He
claims that he was forced out of his
job.

KNOW-' Wh'cK

booksiort w" buy back your
nfed S i y t e t i - b o o k f -f o r m o r e

5 Years Ago (1990):
Crime has decreased on campus
by 18%. Crime has increased in
Stockton 15.5%... The Conserva
tory is making plans to break
ground on its new classroom build
ing. An anonymous donor provided
$1.5 million through gifts over
three years.
I

15 Years Ago (1980):
KUOP still has no a station man
ager. The public radio station has
not recovered from the firing of the
former manager... Three Tiger foot
ball team seniors were drafted by
the NFL... UOP women's volleyball
finished fifth in the nation.
20 Years Ago (1975):
New ASUOP president, Karen
Akerson, commented that one of
her prime responsibilities is making
sure that everything clicks in the
ASUOP office... UOP is the proud
owner of "The Carina," a 55 foot
luxury yacht that sports a wellmaintained wood veneer. Although
the 46 year-old craft was built in
Stockton, the Carina's arrival to
UOP wasn't until September of
1974. Her donor remains anony
mous.
25 Years Ago (1970):
Greg Graves won the run off
election and will be the new ASUOP
President. John Stanton became
vice president... The seven "Ugly
Man Candidates" for Mardi Gras
1960 are in this issue.

ersity o

Wflick 30-minu+er-or- iT'r-f ree'1
p i z z a place alvvay5 Takes e x a c t l y 3* m i n u t e s .

jCN0W; which ev
quarter-eating laundromat
machines To avoid.

KNOW
IT AO/AW COSTS LESS THAN

Mitto fiij Jeanne tasneman

COPE:

AIM. Your True Voice.

romotions excluded. l-BOO-COLLECT"" is a service mark of MCI.

AT&T

T

H

1-foo-COUfCT

Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.

52 Years Ago (1943):
The unique theme of the
Archites' Pledge Dance was
"Beachcomber's Ball."

Note: Due to production schedules, some
years had no newspaper issued during this
week. In some cases information was not
available for a specific time frame.
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Lnt studing abroad talks about life outside of UOP and the advantages to being abroad
HAMMOND

y

L n guest writer

A ^'ve been at UOP for a few
I] ^now and have realized that
comes down to it, Stockton
t,e cultural mecca that it's
up to be. You're doing well
classes but you feel like you
do something different,
ettled in a major, know what
i you want to go in, and yet
0w your education is not
jA je." There are a couple of dif^ ays you can settle this probl there is one that helps to
/, OP unique: you can study

(University of the Pacific of[200 study abroad options for
:nts. All students enrolled in
ool of International Studies
aired to study in a foreign
for at least one semester, but
lent at the University can take
ge of this opportunity,
te are several advantages in
broad. The first, of course, is
ortunity to be in a foriegn
and get credit for it. If you
pys wanted to travel to a cer^intry, why not do it now? The
cic costs you will pay when

you study in a foreign country are the
same as a semester in Stockton. Not
only that, the school will give you a
travel stipend for your plane ticket.
A second advantage can be scho
lastic or useful in your impending job
hunt. Stereotypically, studying
abroad is thought of as a walk in a
park grade-wise, or a semester off. But
if you are looking for a challenge or
something impressive to write on a
resume, you can study at some of the
world's top universities or through
some programs, even recieve an in
ternship. In both cases it is helpful to
have a strong CPA or some relative
experience in your field. For those not
wishing to take on such a challeng
ing curriculum, there are other pro
grams which are more "culture-ori
ented."
The chance to truly live on your
own may be seen as a challenge by
some but an advantage to others. Sure
most people have gone through chal
lenges of moving out from home to
go to school, but how many people
do you know who have kissed the
Blarney Stone, seen the Mona Lisa at
the Louvre, or successfully convinced
their host family that, although you
dearly appreciate it, you can survive

the weekend without waking up at
eight each morning to eat a bowl of
kasha.
A common rumor about studying
abroad is that you need to speak a
foreign language. While some pro
grams require some sort of language
studies to enroll, there are several pro
grams that either take you to an En
glish speaking country (the everpopular England and Australia), or a
country where language studies are
not usually offered in the States (such
as Egypt or Zimbabwee). Some pro
grams will begin with a language im

y

mersion course to bring your lan
guage skills up to speed, or may sim
ply offer classes in English.
So, if you are tired of navigating
through Stockton fog, want to work
for a multi-national company, or just
want to see Venice, you'll want to
stop by the Office of International
Programs. There might be a perfect
option for you.
Keith Hammond is a junior here
at UOP who is majoring in Interna
tional Studies. He is curently study
ing abroad in Russia.

EQ's SPORTS GRILL

SAN FELIPE
CRILL

3 Satellite T.V.'s
Pool - Darts Cocktails and...

CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA

FRESH FISH TACOS GARLIC PRAWNS
BREAKFAST BURRTIUS BOCA.POTATO
FRESH DEEP FRIED OYSTERS
CHICKEN. CARNTTAS CARNEASADA
BLACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY
KECCLD FT*3ISgLEE2EDLBMONADE
FRESH STEAMED ARTICHOKES
EXp^ESSOiymE--OF>EHHT730c>,v

A Variety of
Sandwiches
6565 Pacific Ave
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8751

We aocept ATM & checks
QuaSty Drive-Thru
Phone Orders 952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.

1 Bkx*ScUh01 March Lane

UOP Packagin:
Store
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STAY ON COURSE
WITH UOP'S
SUMMER SESSIONS PROGRAM

Complete packaging services available
^e^ver UPS campus-wide (free service) Ud

AFFORDABLE

UPS • Federal Express • Airborne
Common Carrier Freight • DHL

$620 to $1,240 per count (2 to 4 unite)
«
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Located at UOP Central Receiving
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South Campus • 1071 West Mendoc.no
946-2208 • Ample parking
Hours: 8 am to 5 pm, Monday through Friday

(Lincoln Center South)
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ACCESSIBLE
Convenient Rrfpitration
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MISC.

looking for vocalists,
bartenders and students.
Interested in catering.
Please call Bonnie at
943-2093.

FOUND Calendar
4/14/95 near the li
brary. Jenny Craig jour
nal. Notes in Spanish
& English. Also, notes
about God, Mecha, en
gineering. No name!
Call Chris at 946-2115.

ACTOR/MODEL
TYPES WANTED: Search
of fashion, fun & adven
ture. Demonstrate and
promote Nutritional/
Health Co. We train to
$4,000/mo. comm.
avail. FT/PT. 476-9214

LOOSE/WEIGH
MAKE $$$. DO EI
THER/OR BOTH More
info.: 476-9214

FOR SALE

WANTED

Home for sale2bdrm, immaculate,
priced to sell at
$102,000. Owner will
look at offers. 3319
Moon Ave. Call Fran
Neal
339-9561.
SCHAFFER SUESS &
BOYD REALTORS.

Looking for some
one who can tutor in
German. Call Rex C«>
474-2552.
Roomate wanted- 2
bdrm across from Phar.
Sch. $235/mo + deposit.
Avail, now. Call 9563852.

MACINTOSH COM
PUTER & PRINTER.
Complete system only
$499. Call Chris at 800-

The Alder Market is

X

Two Hours Of

289-5685.

JOBS
SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT: High Sierra Re
sort needs workers for
all or part of the sum
mer season. Salary plus
room and board. (209)
245-4760.
Summer jobs at
Roughing It Day Camp
in SF Bay Area. Com
mitted to helping ALL
children grow in self-es
teem in the out-doors.
Hiring full season:
Group Counselors; In
structors: horseback
ride/swim/fish/crafts/
canoe/sports/row. Refs/
Exper Excel DMV. Call
510-283-3795.
Delivery Drivers earn $8.00 - 10.00/hr.
Flexible hours, perfect
part-time job! Apply in

You Can Help
Recycle Life!
Miles Inc., a national pharmaceutical
leader, is currently seeking healthy people to

Your Time Each

participate in a quality plasma drive in our

Week Can Make

community.

A Difference.
You Help Save
Lives! At The
Same Time, You
Contribute To

person: 4343 Pacific
Avenue Domino's Pizza.

PART-TIME JOBS
City of Stockton
seeks on-site Recreation
Leaders. 3hours/day
and afternoons. $5.25$8.25/hour. Visit City
of Stockton office, 6 E.
Lindsay Street or City
Hall Basement Person
nel, 937-8227.
Career Develop
ment Program seeks
skills Coaches to pro
vide direct supported
living services and skills
training to people with
developmental and
demotional disabilities.
$6.50/hour to start.
Send resume to or con
tact Joanne C. at CDP
2701 E. Hammer Lane
Suite 111 95201.
Foster Farms seeks
Marketing Assistant. 2

days (16 hours)/week.
Full-time in Summer.
Excellent
position.
Computer, communica
tion, quantitative analy
sis skills required. Con
tact Maria Silveira
Weigel, HR Manager,
550 C Street, Turlock
95380, 668-5950.
ASUOP seeks book
keeper, lOhours/week.
$5/hour. Contact Beth,
McCaffrey Center. 9462171.
Union Bank seeks
Customer Service Teller.
10-20hours/week. $9/
hour DOE. Visit 35 S. El
Dorado or call 466-2315.
Boys and Girls Club
of Stockton seeks Tuto
rial Coordinator and Tu
tors for high School Stu
dents. $6/hour. Flexible
hours, contact Tom Hall
466-1302. Older Gradu
ating Senior want house

sitting
V ea r. Call

Phar
•mmedia'
Margare'
Stockton
tal Cente
Front
Managem 0
tion systei ^
firm seeks Whl
h ? ' Sen
c i ! Jlin(
dates.
cover lett ]erv
Aguiar, P,
Line Strat an. i
ment Con
E. Hillsdal
403, Foste
FAX (415)
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The University Computer Store is your

pity 1

Apple Computer Discount C
Macintosh® Performa®
Includes ill this software:
< CD-ROMs, including: The New Crohn MuVmeOOf

Macintosh
Ferforma

Mjmforlatled software programs, including

1

American Heh.iage Dictionary 3rd Edition and t»o,W

Includes everything you need to get started:
•

keyboard. ami
and mousr
Computer, extended keyboard,
15-inch, high-resolution RGB color momior
Double speed, internal CD-ROM drive

rogram
«S Of

lefoot
ning s(
.'oivei
'lennis
meexi:
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ndaccc
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Built-in speakers 16-bit stereo sound
Send and receive fax modem
5 expansion pons. 1 expansion slot

The piasma drive is open to adults age 18
to 70 who are in good health and meet Miles'

nil CO

8 megabytes of RAM
330 megabyte hard dtw

donation requirements.

1.4 megabyte floppy 4 Taj
System 7.3 software prnnsraW

Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is
used to make medicines to treat people with
life-threatening diseases such as hemophilia
and congenital emphysema. Plasma-based

The Benefit Of

medicines are also used to save the lives of

Color Stylc\X'riter; 240 g

Your Community!

bum victims, people in shock, and certain

The aiVotdahle high-pertoimancf colce and'

^,1*

18-22

Apple Colo, StyleU'rucr 2400 pni.U^^,^,^,.. |)(Vl,
Zee pages per minute for bl.»clc and sshue ami up ^ ^ ^

newborns whose lives are threatened.
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3«- by 360 dpi resolution for teat, xcura'"*'
"
' .rSync® color-marching lethnology"
ColorS

Call Today:

Ask how your COMMUNITY group
or church can also benefit financially!

For Appointments
0i Information.
Center Hours

7:00-4:30
#465-0284

MILES /fc,

Miles Inc.

Stockton Plasma Center
246 E. Church St.
Stockton CA 95203
Notice; ftasm* donort
iu*tr to
mode* iONnry trc'etang pnor m
acceptance andetefftmei
n tftmot oune
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parWpeeon n ete Jonor program*
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anraciive, compact design
prints on a wide range of media
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University Computer Store APP
University Book Store • University Center • (209) 946-2320
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Sports Department
946-2115

Men's Tennis

Tigers finish
third in
conference
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican Staff Writer

Me complies with
ler Equity

In Francisco State's president
[A- Corrigan announced that
niversity has dropped the
ill program to make way for
sports opportunities for
n. The football team had not
'winning season since 1973.
j/Jie University will add a
(Tn's tennis team and have
dsome existing men's teams.
^ 'is year, women make up 34
H'ot of the university's varsity
lesand account for 59 percent
dergraduate students.

hosts summer
ttball camps
icific's basketball head coach
fhomason and his staff will
bree summer camps.
J1? Top Notch camp, which
.'Une 12-15 is recommended
prsity high school players.

|s$100.0

J e day and overnight camps
| n e 18-22 for boy's ages 8-18.
15 $200.00 for day campers
R75.00 for overnight accom(tions.
le team camp runs June 23'd costs $500.00 per local
p$250.00 for overnight the
pit option.
[ r more information contact
a nt basketball coach Ron
'at (209) 946-2721.

rt
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Alexandra Garschagen/The Pacifican

Pacific finished second m the Big West conference tournament last week in
Ojai. Tracee Lee was instrumental in UOP's success throughout the last
four years.

Women's Tennis

Pacific reaches Big West Finals

GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican Staff Writer
Fresh from a victory against fourtime defending Big West champs UC
Santa Barbara, UOP's women's squad
set out to break the Gauchos' streak
at the annual championship tourna
ment in Ojai last week.
The #1seeded Tigers cruised into
the championship round by disman
tling New Mexico State 5-1. Their op
ponents in the finals would be none
other than the #3 seeded Gauchos,
who defeated UNLV in the semi-final
round.
Playing,
on neutral ground and revenge on
their minds, the Gauchos were deter
mined to extend their streak of con
ference titles. But the Tigers weren't
about to just lay down and let UCSB
dominate.
Pacific forced four of Saturday's
six singles matches to three sets. At
#1 singles, Tracee Lee won in straight
sets. Molly White scraped and dug
herself out of a third set, 4-0 deficit

to win in a tie-breaker. But UOP's
fortunes would end there.
At #2 singles, Santa Barbara's Lynn
Coakley rebounded from a straight
set loss to Katarina Schlensker a
week ago, to claw to a 3-6, 6-1, 7-5
victory. Bente Grina and Tanya
O'Neil each lost heartbreaking
matches that went three sets.
"The ball just didn't bounce our
way in the third set," coach Bill
Maze said.
UCSB clinched the best of nine
dual match by winning the #2
doubles, for a 5-3 victory.
UOP finished 15-8 overall and
7-1 in the Big West. They earned
their first regular season conference
victory and won the respect that
has eluded the program in years
past.
In his fifth season, coach Maze
was honored as the Big West cocoach of the year. Maze has com
piled a 68-48 career record at Pa
cific. Tracee Lee was named Athlete
of the Year.

In the Big West Conference, tour
nament seedings mean nothing more
than who you will play in the first
round. Everyone invited maintains
their game face throughout the dura
tion of the tournament regardless of the
opponent. The level of competition
steps up a notch. Welcome to Ojai.
As the fifth seed, I'acific faced #4
New Mexico State in the first round, last
Friday.The Tigers made quite a first im
pression by tearing apart the Aggies 40.
This set the stage for Pacific's
rematch against top seeded UC Irvine.
Pacific lost 4-3 earlier this season to the
Anteaters in Irvine, so they hoped to
play the role of spoiler during crunch
time. But it was not to be. Irvine topped
Pacific 4-1, on Saturday to advance to
the finals for the third straight year.
"Kevin (coach Sverduk) told us how
proud he was of the way we fought.
That's what he really wants to see," Adi
Kremer said.
Following those words of wisdom,
the Tigers were due up against UC Santa
Barbara in a consolation match for third
place. UCSB had defeated UOP on Feb.
19, the day after the Tigers lost to Irvine.
This was it. There would not be another
chance for redemption. So Pacific let it
all hang out.
Guided by wins from Kremer, Ole
Olson and Joe Gonzales in singles, Pa
cific clinched the victory, 4-1. Due to
the tremendous amount of junior and
intercollegiate competition in Ojai, all
matches are stopped once a team wins
and solidifies a victory.
"They played there best tennis of
the year," Coach Sverduk said. "They
certainly played up to there potential."
The players are quick to credit
Coach Sverduk for providing the lead
ership and care that has kept the team
motivated.
"He's really a great coach," Kremer
said. "If it wasn't for his consistent be
lief in us, we wouldn't have finished
where we did. He helped us through
difficult situations. He wouldn't love us
any less if we lost, just as long as we
fought and gave all we had."
Pacific rebounded from losing there
first five matches, to win 8 of their last
10 and close out the season at 15-11.
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Intramural Updates
Intramural supervisors wanted
The department of Intramurals
is looking for supervisors for the
1995-96 school year. Candidates
should possess leadership skills and
have some background in sport. If
interested, stop by the Intramural
Office for more details and to pick
up an application.
Soccer Playoffs
7-A-side men's soccer
Archania defeated Team Arabia &
Borgorosso vs Pike
Championship:(Wednesday, May3,
Brookside Field at 5:00 p.m.)
7-A-side Co-Rec soccer
Southwest defeated Tri Delta
Atomic Love Monkey vs Spastic
Hackers
The Players vs (winner of game 1)
Southwest vs (winner of game 2)
Championship: (Thursday, May 4,
Brookside Field at 6:00 p.m.)
Softball Playoffs
Pike vs SAE
Kappa Psi vs John B'ers
Championship: (Thursday, May 4,
Simoni Field at 5:30 p.m.)
Women
Different Sticks vs Alpha Chi
Championship:(Thursday, May 4,
Brookside Field at 4:15 p.m.)
Co-Rec
Recreators defeated Kappa Psi
Academic Burnouts vs Marky Mark
& Bunch
Louisville Druggers vs (winner of
game 2)
Phi Delta Chi vs Recreators
Championship: (Wednesday, May
3, Brookside Field at 4:15)
Tennis
Mixed Doubles
David Bircher/Julianne Landon de
feated Daniel Pham/Jenni Yin
Men's Singles
Daniel Pham defeated Jeff Kwong
I)
4
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Women's Singles
Kristen Foote defeated Ngan
Nguyen
Thank You Officials
The Intramural staff would like
to thank all the Intramural Officials
for their hard-work and dedication
this year. The Intramural program
would not be possible without your
patience and energy. Thank you,
once again, and we hope to see you
next year.

Women's tennis

Big West player of the year: Tracee Lee

TANISHA CARDEN
Pacifican staff writer
Tracee Lee is UOP's number one
singles player and a two time NCAASingles Tournament qualifier.
She is the first female tennis
player from UOP to be voted player
of the year at the Big West Tourna
ment.
"I won all my matches. Winning
player of the year was a nice surprise,"
said Lee. "I've been playing really well
in the last month and a half."
Lee, who finished the season 2710, helped the women's tennis team
place second in the Big West Tourna
ment, which was held in Ojai, Cali
fornia last weekend.
The next major tennis match will
be the NCAA Tournament at
Pepperdine University in Malibu,
California in mid May.
"I think my chances for the
NCAA Tournament will be better in
the doubles match," said Lee. "It
would be a lot of fun if we (Lee and
her doubles partner Marsa Kuurne)
can qualify for doubles. I enjoy play

ing doubles with Marsa."
Lee enjoys playing doubles more
than singles.
"Doubles seems like it's more
mentally challenging," said Lee.
"Generally, doubles is more fun, but
I get satisfaction out of playing both.
Singles is more physically challeng
ing."
When asked who influenced her
to play tennis, Lee said, " I started
playing tennis when I was 8-yearsold. My favorite tennis players are
Gabriella Sabatini and Mary Joe
Fernandez."
"1 like the way they play. I like
their style of play and how they con
duct themselves on the court," Lee
said.
When asked who influences her,
Lee, who is from Honolulu, Hawaii,
said her parents, women's tennis
Coach Bill Maze and her friends.
"Coach Maze is a great coach. He
has a real different style of coaching
than the coaches I had when I was at
the junior level," said Lee. "Playing
tennis is lot more fun under Coach
Maze than when I was playing jun-

Softball

Tigers season coming to an end
BRAD HUNGERFORD
Pacifican Staff Writer
1995 hasn't been too kind to the lady Tiger's. They started off fine but
fell apart when mother nature kept them off the field for nearly the entire
month of February. And, judging by the practice atmosphere, the season
seems to be wrapping up at just the right time.
"We didn't like spending so much time on the road." said freshman
outfielder Debbie Wilson. "We only had 12 or so home games out of 60.
It's hard to win when you spend six consecutive weekends on the road."
The lady Tigers had a very unfortunate season due to the rain. Half of
the time they were in the gym and the other half was spent on the field
and they were forced to react.
"It was very difficult," Wilson commented," Sometimes we were on
the practice field, and others we were in the gym. It's two different types
of practices."
At this point in time, I think that the Tigers will be happy to end this
season as soon as possible. I had the chance to watch practice on Tuesday
and the atmosphere was slightly less than competitive.
""People know that the season is over this weekend," Wilson added.
"Brandi Phillips is injured, Anne Bishop is hurt as is Leslie Rodgers. So now
People who haven't played all season are now in the starting line-up and
that's a hard position to put them, and us in. It's hard learning how to
play with new people."
But the season wasn't all bad for Pacific. Freshman catcher Carolyn
Wilson hit a school record of six homeruns as a freshman to break Wendy
Espinosa's mark of five. The freshman from Seal Beach, Ca. showed that
she is tough not only at the plate but also in the field.
The topic of next season raises an interesting point. With the ab
sence of Nagata, Phillips, Baker and Bishop, the Tigers will need the younger
players to come through.
"This season certainly didn't turn out the way I thought it would,"
senior outfielder Michele Baker said. "I seriously thought that we would
make the regional playoffs this season. I didn't think that it would end this
way. I don't think that this is the way to end four years as a Tiger."
Coach Brian Kolze will now have to rely on the likes of the Wilson's,
Austin, Marsh, Corriea, Rodgers and Miller to help out next seasons rook
ies learn the program.
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Lee who is a senior majoi si '
English chose to come to U< ipli
cause "I think my parents wan «,
to stay on the West Coast ant tiship
in addition to UOP having ' lis a
tennis program it is also a go it, I
5 vara
academically," Lee said.
Lee was also recruited by ®ont
College, Rice University and
versity of San Diego.
After college, Lee said,
ing about playing tour
,
haven't really made any ^

cisions regarding tennis. This^
I'll probably play some
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udents think Baun fitness center is all pumped up

^ SERINE LE

icon guest writer

\'e,
n't| |j t 500 University of the Pa0U
lvai ^dents and staff laid out $45
jester to strain their muscles
^'ai ercise bikes, stair climbers, rowM achines an other assorted equip0f sweet torture.
iere are members of Baun Fitra ;enter that feel that the price is
eei d deal while others resent the
esi because athletes get special
lent.
used to work out there my
man year but there were so
times I couldn't use the weight
I left," said student Joel
ski a
Jnci f/lfllie first annual Pacifican Student
ion Poll found most students
high marks to the fitness centme 76 percent of 470 underjji ates questioned at random gave
inter moderate or high remarks
__ ared to 16 percent giving it low
ilijand 8 percent grading it very
udents and staff are able to join

trai; 15 a semester, that fee can be

to the student's account,
racjng at the monthly charge, it
down to $11 a month with no
lion fee. The price is very comie compared to the fitness cenns i Stockton. For instance, Stock
ed ihletic clubs charge $25 to $35
a«ith for a single membership,
wa lembership varies from semessemester. Membership in the
irilgenerally higher. Last year, the
01 bership level during the fall was
ite< ily 600 members. This spring,
bee lembership level is roughly 500.
a i eenter is also open during the
sc nertime, but memberships are
ue to vacation,
monthly fee charged to

members is used to help pay for the
cost of running the facility.
The center has five rowing ma
chines, three versatile climbers, and
nine exercise bikes. In the future, they
are trying to add more aerobic equip
ment.
Aerobic classes are generally held
in the evening time, but noon classes
are available. There use to be morn
ing classes but the attendance level
was too low so they eliminated them.
Although there is not a trainer
available, there are always staff mem
bers there to answer any questions.
"We try to accommodate students
as much as we can, " said Fitness Di
rector John Mc Bride.
There are times when the free
weight section is open only to ath
letes. The reason for this is due to the
National Collegiate Athletic Associa
tion. During off season, the school is
only able to train their athletes eight
hours a week according to Mc Bride.
If the student athletes had to wait for
a machine, that cuts into their time
and in turn may cause problems with
the NCAA.
Although this benefits athletes,
some of them do feel bad.
"I feel the Baun Center is just for
right for athletes. For those that just
want to come in to work out, it's not
enough equipment," said Angela
Hatchett left-side hitter for Women's
Volleyball team. "I feel bad when oth
ers want to work out in the area in
which the team are in and they are
told the section is closed for athletes."
The center is opened six days a
week for the members convenience.
The most busiest times are the hours
between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
"The best time to come is be
tween 8 a.m. to noon. People are ei
ther in class or asleep," said Mc Bride.
The center was completed in

Darren M. Antonov»ch/Tbe Pacifican

500 students work out at the Baun Fitness Center. Baun is open six days a
week, Monday-Saturday.
1992. The fitness was paid for before
it was even built said John Mc Bride.
Ninety-eight percent of the donors
were former athletes, 97 percent of
those donors were former football
players.

"1 think the unique quality of the
center is that the same facility is used
for athletes and non-athletes. There
are not too many schools that offers
that," said Mc Bride.

White Water Rafting TVips

DRUNK DRIVING D0ESN7 JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

on California's Favorite Rivers
Half Days start at just $59/person
Call for free 16-page color brochure
Call 1-800-333-RAFT

When final exams are over put
PAK MAIL to the test.
Packing up and heading for home is a multiple choice problem...
But your best solution is PAK MAIL.
We can custom package and crate everything from your hightech
electronics, furniture and other fragile items to books and clothing. So
no matter what your packaging and shipping needs are. PAK MAIL has
the expertise and materials to ensure your belongings arrive quickly and safely.

r Copies .99<t
es 5<t Each...

/ou're copying an important document,
3l paper, recipes from a friend or a proposal
ir client, stop by your neighborhood Pak Mail Store.

imil I nkfts Dr.

478-9827

And that's how we make the grade - everyday.

B4IOH4IL.

CENTOS Of AME/i-C*
Wc Ship Anything. Anywhere

4719 Quail Lakes Dr.
478-9827
(Quail Lakes Shopping Center)

R4K/tt4iL
AMCWCA
CENTER. Of

We Ship Anything, Aaywhcrc®

Free pick up available
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Thr Fourth Annual Hawaiian Luau was held April 22, 1995. The Hawaiian club offered the campus authentic
Hawaiian food, live music, and hula and Tahitian dancing.

Have an interesting photo for the Endpage? Call Kate Lamping at 946-2115

